ON LOCATION IN SAN MIGUEL
DE ALLENDE, MEXICO

PRODUCTS INSPIRED BY MORE THAN A

CENTURY OF EXPLORATION
Introducing the new National Geographic Travel Collection. See pages 12–13.

David Alan Harvey is one of the premier
cultural photographers of our time. He has
been repeatedly drawn to the passion of
Spanish culture, and works primarily in
Latin America, the Caribbean, Spain, and
Portugal. He has photographed more than
35 articles for NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.
His latest book, Divided Soul, is available
in our online store: www.ShopNG.org.
My love affair with Mexico began more than 30
years ago when I shot one of my first stories for
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazine. It was about the
Maya, and I spoke no Spanish. But I found the
people to be so warm and the land so
spectacular that I’ve never truly left. Now
Mexico and San Miguel are a regular part of my
travel itinerary. The colors, the smells, the art,
the way the people live, the importance of
family and community, the light. It all draws me
back every time. As it does with those who
travel there, Mexico romanced me.
Over the past few years, I’ve worked a lot with
the folks at the National Geographic Catalog.
I often make suggestions for products they
could bring to you, and I love testing new bags
and other travel gear. Now we’ve traveled to
San Miguel together, and I’m happy to be
sharing that with you. I like what San Miguel
represents—artisans, travelers, explorers,
community, photography—and I think
you will too.
So, wherever your journeys take you this spring
and summer, be sure to check out this Spring
2006 Catalog before you go. As travelers
ourselves, we know exactly what you need to
ease your passage.
Best Regards,

David Alan Harvey
National Geographic Photographer
P.S. The best part is that all of your purchases
from this catalog help support the National
Geographic mission. Thank you for all of
your help!
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Colorful flags of celebration at the
Casa de la Cultura in San Miguel

Hand-painted Silk Celebration Kite

National Geographic Ultimate Travel Jacket

Fourth-generation Beijing kitemaker
Ha Yi Qi carries on a family legacy that
was nearly lost when the Cultural
Revolution forced his father to hide the
family’s designs and tools. Fortunately, a
revival of this ancient tradition has turned
into a thriving workshop where Ha and his
apprentices create these exquisite kites.
Exuberant pieces of Chinese folk art, these kites
are perfect for displaying at home. The handpainted peach blossom motif is a symbol of
longevity, making this a wonderful gift to
celebrate a new child, a milestone birthday, or a
wedding or anniversary. Handcrafted in China.

More than a century of travel and exploration
experience went into the creation of our new travel
jacket. Made from a lightweight cotton/spandex
blend, it is treated with the unique and highly
breathable 3XDRY water-repellent, stain-resistant,
quick-drying, and antimicrobial finish. Features
include elbow patches; leather cuffs and trim;
reinforced shoulders; and more than 20 pockets for
storing passports, digital cameras, and other travel
necessities. 98% cotton/2% spandex. Machine
wash. Imported. See page 12 for more information
on our new Travel Collection.

ON LOCATION IN
SAN MIGUEL WITH NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHER
DAVID ALAN HARVEY

#72324 National Geographic Ultimate Travel Jacket $149.50
Men’s sizes M (40), L (44), XL (48).

30"W x 35"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72423 Silk Celebration Kite $48.00

Santa Prisca Mexican Earrings

All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission
of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.

With one of the oldest silver
mining sites in the Americas,
Taxco also has some of the finest
silversmiths in the world. Using
the ancient lost-wax technique,
the Mexican artisan forms the
beautiful silver arabesques of
these graceful earrings and then
hand-mounts the colorful dichroic
glass beads. Handcrafted in
Mexico. 2 1/2"L.
#72519 Mexican Silver Earrings $55.00
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Mexican Ceramic Maya Vessel
A civilization with highly developed art and architecture, the Maya left a
record of their ancient cities in southwestern Mexico. This ceramic vessel is
handcrafted by a master Mexican artisan who has led a lifelong study of this
pre-Hispanic culture. The gentle curves of the vase are reminiscent of the
ancient pottery found at Maya sites; and the etched relief reflects Maya
personages, their strong features interspersed with numerical symbols.
Handcrafted in Mexico. 6"W x 7 1/4"H x 6"D.
#72530 Maya Ceramic Vessel $58.00

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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B, D, E, F

E

CULTURAL
EXPLORATIONS
A. Bihari Striped Scarf
The remote villages of Bihar,
close to the India/Nepal border,
have the rich folk art traditions
of an ancient people. Men
and women work at home
on hand looms to create
colorful fabrics, including the
traditional scarves called odhni.
For centuries, young women
have worn the simple garment
as a head scarf. Our scarf, with
its multiple stripes of royal
blue, crimson, magenta, and
teal, is a great lightweight
travel piece. Handwoven of
cotton, viscose, rayon, and
wool in India. Hand-wash.
Please expect some variation.

C. Maasai Zulu-grass Necklace

13"W x 70"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Kenya’s Maasai are among the most recognized
African peoples on Earth, and their beadwork is
world renowned. When drought threatened the
Maasai’s livelihood in the late 1990s, the beadwork
that is part of their cultural heritage became key to
helping them maintain their independent lifestyle.
Using the abundant grasses of the Rift Valley to
create a new type of bead material, Maasai
women make these Zulu-grass necklaces, which
help them preserve their traditions in the face of
social and environmental threats. Sparkling with
Czech glass beads, this necklace is a vibrant,
versatile, ecologically conscious, and lightweight
travel piece. Adjustable 16"L to 20"L.

#72442 Bihari Striped Scarf $25.00

#72439 Zulu-grass Necklace $38.00

D. Explorer-tested Travel Shoes From Spain

B. Guatemalan Floral Tapestry Bag
Maya women spend six months
weaving together the beautiful colors
and patterns of their cotton huipils,
or traditional Maya blouses. The
intricate patterns are unique to each
village and identify their myths,
history, and ethnic identity. Maya
artisans use vintage huipils to
create these gorgeous tote
bags as a way to share their
culture with the world. As
each is a one-of-a-kind
piece, please expect
some variation in colors
and fabrics used.
Handmade
in Guatemala.
18"W x 11"H x 5 1/2"D.

Explorer-tested and approved, these walking
shoes have a Cuban heel with a special padded shock
system and a sculpted rocker bottom that combine to
absorb every impact and facilitate effortless walking.
Ultrasoft, hand-tanned leather uppers treated with a
unique rubbing of olive oil help prevent blisters.
A recycled rubber sole grabs the terrain for greater
traction. Metal-free, slip-off design allows you to flow
through airport security with ease. Lightly scented
with tea tree oil. Made in Spain.

Plenty of pockets for all of
your travel essentials

#72451 Trapunto Travel Jacket $98.00
Choose Lavender (LA) or Cobalt Blue (BL).
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10),
L (12–14), XL (16).

Soft and lightweight yet
durable cotton

Choose Tibet Red (RD) or Sienna (SN).

#73783RD Mary Jane Clog $119.95
Available in Red only.
Built-in fasteners keep pant
legs rolled up as needed.

Women’s sizes 36–41.

F

F. Convertible Cotton Travel Pants Are Packed With Pockets
Sienna

Red

Tibet Red

European Size
U.S. Size

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647

The quilting method called
“trapunto,” which accents this
lightweight jacket, is found in
the traditional garments worn
in Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley.
Handmade from breathable
100% cotton, this colorful,
cultural travel jacket features
hidden zippered pockets that
offer a secure place to stash
valuables. With a collarless cut,
front patch pockets, and carved
horn buttons, it is a beautiful
way to carry the culture of the
world with you on your travels.
Machine wash. Handmade by
artisans in Nepal.

#73782SN Travel Clog $119.95

#72437 Guatemalan
Floral Tapestry Bag
$68.00
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E. Nepalese Travel Jacket

36

37

38

5 1/2–6 6 1/2 7–7 1/2

39

40

41

8–8 1/2

9

9 1/2–10

Whether you’re packing for a trip to Europe or an exploration of the
Caribbean seaside, these versatile pants are the only ones you’ll need.
Multiple pockets keep travel documents secure but handy when needed.
Built-in fasteners inside each leg let you button them to various lengths as
the temperature changes, and ankle ties can keep them hiked above the
knees should a stream cross your path. Lightweight; supremely durable;
and made from a soft, garment-washed surface of 100% cotton. Dual
front, side, and back pockets. 31" inseam. Machine wash. Imported.
#72455 Women’s Convertible Cargo Pants $58.00
Women’s sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16.

www.ShopNG.org
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A. Grundig AM/FM Shortwave Travel Radio Fits in Your Pocket

File folder pocket

Water bottle
pocket

With AM, FM, and seven international shortwave bands, here’s the travel radio that
keeps the world in the palm of your hand. Road-worthy extras include a built-in alarm
clock, a digital LCD screen, and easy button and dial controls that make it simple to
operate. Slips effortlessly in a shirt pocket to keep you connected anywhere. Includes
carry case, earphone, and two AA batteries. 2 1/2"W x 4 1/4"H x 1"D. 5 oz.

Zippered main
compartment with
an interior cell
phone pocket

#72084 Travel AM/FM/SW Radio $39.95
Choose Red (RD), Blue (BL), or Bronze (BZ).

Small size and alarm clock
feature make this shortwave
radio great for travel.

B. Carabiner Clip Watch With LED Micro-light
Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, this clever explorer’s
watch has a built-in carabiner that clips right onto belt loops,
packs, and more to keep both the time and a light source
within instant reach as you travel. Luminescent hands and hour
markers provide visibility in all kinds of conditions. Waterresistant to 100 feet. Battery included. 1 1/2"W x 3"L x 1/4"D. 3 oz.

#73807 National Geographic
Ultimate Travel Tote $54.95
Choose Avocado (AV) or Blue (BL).

Multiple pockets keep
essentials organized.

Choose Blue (BL), Green (GR), or Orange (OR).

UNIQUE TOOLS
Digital
thermometer

Signal
mirror

Dry
storage

Superbright
LED flashlight

Small enough to pack in a pocket, this solid
little timepiece is a precision marvel of
miniaturization built to travel. A compact
cover etched with the National Geographic
Society seal folds cleverly back to create a
miniature stand and reveal a diminutive
full-service quartz-movement alarm clock
with easy-to-read luminescent hands and
numbers, and a mineral glass crystal face.
Made of stainless steel, it comes in wooden
gift box. 1 1/2"W x 3/4"D. 3 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72133 National Geographic Travel Clock $34.95

C. Seven-in-one Survival Tool
This compact accessory keeps seven
adventure essentials handy inside a
cleverly organized case without adding
weight or bulk. Just slip it inside a pack
or pocket and keep an LED flashlight;
liquid-filled, freeze-resistant floating-dial
compass; five-power magnifier; digital
thermometer; signal mirror; safety whistle;
and dry match-storage compartment
ready at a moment’s notice. Battery included.
1 1/8"W x 3/4"D x 4 1/2"L. Weighs just 1 oz.

#73359 Adventure Plus Multitool $24.95
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Only 1 1/2" wide,
and weighs just 3 oz.

Sturdy canvas and zippered opening make
it rugged enough to check as baggage.

FOR WORLD TRAVELERS

D. National Geographic Miniature
Travel Alarm Clock

Compass

Our exclusive travel-tough tote bag
holds and sorts what you need for
any outing yet still leaves room for
treasures found along the way.
Made from a lightweight and
rugged brushed-nylon canvas, it’s
even sturdy enough to be checked
as baggage at airports. It features
an oversize main compartment
with a water-resistant lining, cellphone pocket, and zip-top collar.
Outside, you’ll find three zip and
three open pockets. Made in U.S.A.
13"W x 15"H x 6"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72310 Mini Clip Micro-light $39.95

Safety
whistle

F. Our Exclusive Travel Tote
Carries It All

Multilayer
construction

Sizes
Women’s
S
6 1/2–7 1/2
M
7 1/2–8 1/2
ML
9–10
L
10 1/2–11 1/2
XL
12–14

Men’s
5 1/2–6 1/2
6 1/2–7 1/2
8–9
9 1/2–10 1/2
11–13

E. National Geographic Back Roads
Explorer CD-ROM
Take the road less traveled with our
CD-ROM set, and span the terrain
stretching from the Atlantic to the
Pacific Ocean. Functioning as a digital
road atlas of the U.S. that allows you to
zoom in on regions of interest, it is
created from nationwide seamless,
1:100,000-scale (1:250,000 in Hawaii
and Alaska) USGS topographic maps
with an up-to-date overlay of streets
and roads. Search for more than a
million points of interest, and customize
and print photo-quality maps. Plus, now
you can view any map in 3-D or do a
3-D fly-through. GPS-compatible with
Garmin, Magellan, Lowrance, and Eagle.
18 CD-ROMs. PC and Mac® compatible.
#20118C Back Roads Explorer $49.95

H. Traveler’s 16-language Translator
Ready for adventure throughout the
world, this pocket translator and learning
aid can handle virtually any situation.
A two-line LCD screen translates more
than 320,000 words and 32,000 useful
phrases in English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Norwegian,
Dutch, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean.
With currency converter, calculator,
database for appointments and contacts,
and 200-city world time travel alarm.
Batteries included. 5"W x 1/2"H x 3 1/4"D. 4 oz.

#72095 16-language Translator $69.95

G. Shock-absorbing,
Self-molding Foot Beds
The very latest in technology combines
three separate layers of impact resistance
with a shock-absorbing surface that
remolds itself around your feet every time
you wear these foot beds. A top layer of
slow-recovery foam customizes itself to
foot contours. Heel, arch, mid-foot, and
ball-zone pads deliver tailored stabilization,
support, and shock absorption. Helps
alleviate plantar fasciitis and heel pain.

Keeps valuables
safely hidden.

I. Pocketed
Security Socks
For peace of mind when traveling in
unfamiliar territory, smart travelers protect
their valuables. These unique travel socks
contain a zippered pocket that securely
hides your credit cards, cash, keys, and ID
for pickpocket-free travel. Made from
high-grade combed cotton for superior
softness, each formfitting sock has a
nonravel top to prevent sliding and an
impact-absorbing, double-cushioned heel
and sole for all-day comfort. Machine
wash. Imported. 12"L.

#73816 Custom-molding Foot Beds $49.95

#72256 Set of Three Pairs of
Zip-It Travel Socks $29.95

Sizes S, M, ML, L, XL. (Order a half size smaller than
your shoe size.)

One size fits men’s shoe sizes 6–12 and
women’s 8–13.

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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SAVVY TRAVELER
Also available
in Black.

A. TSA-approved Luggage Locks
Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
rules allow inspectors to break luggage locks
to inspect checked luggage, but that doesn’t
mean you have to leave your baggage
unlocked and vulnerable. Developed in
association with the TSA, these luggage locks
feature a combination lock for your personal
access, as well as a lock mechanism—to
which only the TSA holds the key. A security
window indicates if your bags have been
accessed by TSA agents. 1 1/8"W x 2"H x 1/2"D.
#73567 Set of Two TSA Luggage Locks $18.95
Choose Red (RD), Blue (BL), or Pewter (PW).

Extra-long, adjustable strap allows you to
wear the bag across your body for extra
security. Multiple pockets keep your
documents organized and accessible.

B. Convertible Wallet Bag
This ingenious travel bag holds so much so well that you can leave your wallet behind.
The bag features a zip front pocket, phone and PDA pockets, and a zip interior with
three zip compartments to keep items secure on your travel adventures. Wear it across
the body, as a shoulder bag or waist pack, or attach it to a belt. Water-resistant nylon.
Imported. 9"W x 7"H x 3"D. 14 oz.

F. Streamlined Leather Travel Bag Keeps You Organized
Made from soft, full-grain leather, our durable, lightweight
bag keeps your travel necessities safe and organized. With zip
closures, an exterior pocket for cell phone or glasses, a security
pocket that protects your important documents, and an
adjustable strap that can be worn across the body for added
security, it’s the perfect bag for the savvy traveler. Folds flat for
packing. Made in Bolivia. 11"W x 11"H x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73810 Convertible Wallet Bag $49.95
Choose Periwinkle Blue (BL), Khaki (KH), Red (RD), or Black (BK).

Traveler’s Mini-light

C. Unique Compression Socks
Maintain Circulation on Long Flights
Sitting for hours on long flights
can cause even healthy feet and legs
to swell, which can be uncomfortable
and potentially lead to negative side effects.
The engineered weave of these therapeutic
socks is designed to help prevent this
swelling by delivering graduated amounts of
compression from toe to calf to stimulate
circulation. Made with Coolmax® fibers to
deliver a superior fit while keeping feet dry
and comfortable for extended periods.
Machine wash. Made in Italy.
#73546 Travel Socks $29.95
Set of Two $54.95
Choose Khaki (KH), Black (BK), or Navy (NV).
Sizes S, M, L.

E. Flexible-neck Mini-light Outperforms Ordinary Travel Lights
No matter where you roam, you’ll
find endless uses for this tiny,
lightweight mini-light. Three brilliant
LEDs last for 100,000 hours and run
for 70 hours per battery change.
Clip it to tent poles, jackets, packs,
books, and other objects, and aim
its hands-free light right where you
need it—no matter how awkward
the angle. Batteries included.
5 1/4"W x 7 1/2"H x 1/2"D.

#73520 Flexible-neck Mini-light $24.95
Set of Two $44.95

D. 10-language Talking Translator
Whether you’re traveling or learning, this
talking translator gives you an instant
vocabulary of more than 200,000 words and
23,000 phrases in English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Korean,
Chinese, and Japanese. Translations are
spoken clearly and are spelled with their
native alphabet characters and are written
phonetically on the backlit LCD screen. With
currency converter, calculator, database for
appointments and contacts, and 200-city
world time travel alarm. Leather travel case
and earphone included. Auto on/off.

Sizes

Men’s

Women’s

S
M
L

3–6
6 1/2–9 1/2
10–13

4–7
7 1/2–11

Also available in Navy.

#79258 Traveler Bag $129.95 (Members $119.95)
Choose Black (BK), Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN), or Blue (BL).

National Geographic photographer Amy Toensing
on location in Costa Rica

Strong, durable,
and lightweight
ABS honeycomb
frame

Made from tearand water-resistant
ballistic nylon

Supertough bag
resists abrasion
and corrosion.

G. Expandable Rolling Suitcases Designed With
Input From Our Travel Experts
Even we were surprised at how much would fit in these efficient,
expandable rolling suitcases. Designed with the on-the-go
traveler in mind, a spacious interior offers two zippered pouches,
clothing tie-down straps, and a zippered garment-cover
compartment that can easily transport many days’ worth of
clothes. Other features are a hideaway locking extension handle,
in-line skate wheels, internal and external straps, and top and
side handles with comfort grips for added convenience. Each
shell is tear-, abrasion-, and water-resistant ballistic nylon, and
each honeycomb frame is incredibly lightweight for easier, more
efficient transport. Imported. Large suitcase is 17"W x 11"D x 26"H with
4,950-cubic-inch capacity. Carry-on suitcase is 14"W x 8"D x 22"H with 3,600cubic-inch capacity. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73332 National Geographic Large Suitcase $199.95
#73331 National Geographic Carry-on Suitcase $169.95
Luggage Set, One of Each Size $329.95
Choose Yellow/Black (YE) or Black/Black (BK).

Batteries included. 4 1/2"W x 3/4"H x 3"D. 5 1/2 oz.

#72094 10-language Talking Translator $199.95
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E. Urban Travel Shirt Offers
Ultimate Performance With the
Feel of Silk

SMART
TRAVELERS

All of your purchases help support the
National Geographic mission to increase education,
research, and exploration while promoting
the conservation of the world’s cultural,
historical, and natural resources.

Pack light with this all-purpose
shirt loaded with travel-essential
features. The lightweight and
wrinkle-resistant rayon blend feels
great and looks polished no matter
how many hours you’ve logged en
route. Quick drying, it’s ideal for
unpredictable weather. The fabric
has a UPF of 20+, adding an extra
layer of protection against the sun,
while the naturally puckered fabric
adds ventilation. With its front welt
pockets, a straight hem, and pewter
buttons, you’ll be as comfortable at
the museum as you are on the trail.
Machine wash. Imported.

Travel
Travel Necessities
Necessities

A. New Slip-on Travel Shoes Let You Explore More
The art of traveling is the ability to move between situations
without missing a beat. And with these new slip-on shoes, you
can go from walking the cobblestoned streets of a foreign land to
attending an evening cultural event with ease. With a built-in
air-cushioning system that helps prevent soreness, a moistureabsorbing antimicrobial EVA foam foot bed, and a leg fatiguereducing midsole design to allow you to roam farther and see
more. Easy-to-clean full-grain leather. Rubber outsoles. Imported.

C

#72452 Men’s Slip-on Travel Shoes $150.00
Choose Walnut (WN) or Black (BK).
European Size
U.S. Size

42

43

44

45

46

47

8–8 1/2

9–9 1/2

10–10 1/2

11–11 1/2

12–12 1/2

13–13 1/2

A

#72408 Urban Traveler Shirt $44.00

C. Ultralightweight Travel Sunglasses With
Multiple Lenses
An ultralight design makes these sunglasses supercomfortable
and perfect for travelers. With unique rimless, steel frames
they feature two pairs of interchangeable polycarbonate lenses
with a scratch-resistant coating. Great for travelers who
encounter different weather daily, the tints of the two lenses
are designed to be just dark enough to prevent squinting and
headaches on sunny days, yet light-colored enough to ensure
you can still function well in cloudier conditions. Lens colors
are gray/blue and amber. 100%
protection from UVA, B, and C.
Nonslip adjustable nose pads.
Only 0.7 oz.

#72502 Travel Sunglasses $65.00

Choose Cranberry (RD) or Blue Jay (BL).
Men’s sizes M (40–42), L (44–46), XL (48–50).

F

Durable
zippers

Roomy side
pockets help
separate,
organize gear.

D

Exclusive National Geographic Tuscan Watch
B. Our National Geographic
stainless steel analog watch is
engineered with features that will
meet the demands of the classic
adventurer. The multifunctional
dial has three faces that show the
day, date, and 24-hour indicator.
Water-resistant to 165 feet.
The luminescent numbers and
hour and minute hands,
including the yellow second
hand, make the watch easy to
see at night. Mineral crystal. Blue
face. Adjustable stainless steel
band fits wrists up to 9 3/4".
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72124 National Geographic Tuscan
Watch $99.95
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D. Our Rolling Duffel Meets All of Your Travel Needs
National Geographic explorers have decades of combined
travel experience, so naturally we asked for their input when
designing the perfect travel bag. Our superlightweight and
durable rolling duffel combines the best features of your
favorite duffel bag with the easy mobility of wheeled luggage.
Plus we’ve designed ours with waterproof X-Pac® fabric, which
is 40% lighter than most nylons. The large, zippered U-shaped
opening gives you easy access to the spacious interior, and a
top flap pocket and two generous exterior compartments
provide you with extra organization space. Compression straps
inside and out shrink large loads. Telescoping handle nestles in
the lightweight ABS honeycomb frame, and in-line skate
wheels roll smoothly over all surfaces. Imported.

F. Travel Shorts Protect Against Sun
and Stains
Made from tough but lightweight nylon with a
40+ UPF rating, a stain-resistant Teflon® finish,
and built-in wrinkle resistance, these travel shorts
stay trail-worthy and town-ready no matter what
conditions prevail. The unique technology of the
weave suspends the fabric over your skin so it
doesn’t cling when wet, plus, these shorts dry
fast to prevent unexpected water encounters
from ruining your day. Secret zip security pocket
keeps valuables hidden. Zip back and side
pockets hold everything else. 9" inseam.
Machine wash. Imported.

The duffel holds an ample 4,600 cubic inches, weighs 6 lbs., 11 oz.,
and measures 14"W x 25"L x 13"D.

#73274 National Geographic Rolling Duffel $169.95
Specify Yellow/Black (YE) or Black/Black (BK).

#72409 Global Travel Shorts $44.00
Waterproof
X-Pac fabric

Men’s waist sizes 32", 34", 36", or 38".

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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INTRODUCING THE

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
TRAVEL COLLECTION
Classic yet functional clothing and gear

A. National Geographic Ultimate Travel Jacket
More than a century of travel and exploration
experience went into the creation of our new
travel jacket. Made from a lightweight
cotton/spandex blend, it is treated with
the unique and highly breathable 3XDRY
water-repellent, stain-resistant, quickdrying, and antimicrobial finish.
Features include elbow patches;
leather cuffs and trim; reinforced
shoulders; and more than 20
pockets, including zippered front
pockets with detachable key-ring
holder, chest pocket with ID clip,
and 7 zippered interior pockets for
storing passports, digital cameras,
and other travel necessities. Includes
a headphone-wire tunneling system
and headphone pockets. 98% cotton/
2% spandex. Machine wash. Imported.

Multiple pockets,
including secret
security pockets
3XDRY finish makes it quick-drying, waterrepellent, stain-resistant, and breathable.

B. National Geographic Ultimate Travel Shirt
Put through the challenges of our explorer-testing process
by National Geographic photographer David Alan Harvey,
this solid-weave cotton travel shirt is the ultimate in
versatility. It features two front pockets that hide secret
zippered security pockets inside, great for storing travel
documents. Plus, rainy or wet conditions are no problem
as this shirt has our unique 3XDRY finish, making it
not only breathable and quick-drying but also waterand stain-repellent as well. The finish also works to wick
away moisture so you stay comfortable as temperatures
heat up. With roll-up sleeves, sleeve tabs, and underarm
gussets. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Imported.

#72324 National Geographic Ultimate
Travel Jacket $149.50
Men’s sizes M (40), L (44), XL (48).

Features 20 pockets, including
7 zippered pockets, to hold all of
your travel necessities.

PLEASE GO ONLINE TO SEE EVEN
MORE GREAT TRAVEL PIECES.

Introducing the New
National Geographic
Canvas Luggage

#72347 Ultimate Travel Shirt $65.00
Choose Rosewood (RO) or Stone (ST).
Men‘s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46).

Based on the experiences of our explorers,
and featuring classic styling and supreme
functionality, the new line of National
Geographic luggage combines the best of
the golden age of travel with modern details.
With plenty of interior and exterior pockets
for keeping your travel essentials and
personal items organized, the water-resistant
and sturdy, lightly waxed cotton canvas
construction keeps everything protected
while en route. And details like soft leather
trim and brass-finished hardware never lose
their appeal. With padded, adjustable
shoulder straps and handles for comfort.
The 2,200-cubic-inch weekender bag is 20"W x 14"H x
8"D; the rolling duffel bag has a 4,300-cubic-inch
capacity and is 27"W x 11 1/2"H x 14"D.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72524 Weekender Bag $169.00
#72523 Rolling Duffel Bag $269.00
Save 20% on the Set of Both Pieces $360.00
Ships in late February.

While on location in San Miguel, Mexico, National Geographic
photographer David Alan Harvey wears our Ultimate Travel Shirt.

D. G-Shock Solar Atomic Watch
Keeps Ultra-accurate Time

C. Leather Money Belt
For peace of mind while traveling, keep your money
safely tucked away into this flexible leather travel belt.
An extra-long zipper along the inside of the belt allows
easy access to your cash when you need it. This design
holds more cash than other belts, with room for as many
as 15 bills or as much as $1,500. Soft nubuck leather
with silver-plated solid brass buckle is as attractive as the
belt is travel-worthy. Made in U.S.A. 1 1/4"W.

Brought to our attention by
legendary National Geographic
photographer David Alan
Harvey and his two National
Geographic filmmaker sons,
Bryan and Erin, who have been
wearing G-Shock watches for
years. Shock-resistant and ultraaccurate, the watch receives signals
from the U.S. atomic clock in
Colorado. Featuring time settings for
as many as 30 different cities
worldwide, it is ideal for travelers who need
rugged dependability on the go. Backlit display. Waterresistant to 600 feet. Solar-rechargeable battery. Resin band.
#73345 G-Shock Solar Atomic Watch $99.95

#72450 Leather Money Belt $45.00
Waist sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40.
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D. Himalayan Earth and Sky Necklace

AN ASSORTMENT OF
FINE CRAFTS FROM THE

In Tibet, turquoise (called gyu) and coral are two of the
most highly valued materials. Turquoise has been used as
currency, and coral is a precious trade object in this landlocked
mountainous country. Nomadic people of the region
frequently wear many pieces of turquoise and coral jewelry
at once, as spiritual protection and as a way to keep their
wealth at hand. By pairing faux coral and turquoise with
carnelian and handmade nickel and silver-plated beads,
jewelers living on the Tibetan/Indian border re-create this
traditional Himalayan design. 24"L.

GLOBAL VILLAGE

#72428 Himalayan Necklace $48.00
D

A

A. Peruvian Pachamama Opal Jewelry
Considered a gift from Pachamama, the goddess of fertility, good
fortune, and nature, rich blue-green Peruvian opal has been used
by native Inca in ritual and jewelry for millennia. Today a group of
artisans, led by jeweler Tiberio Gonzales, uses this ancient
material—still revered by Quechua Indians, descendants of the
Inca—to craft versatile accessories with a deep connection to the
past and to Mother Earth. Each stone bears the unique marks of
the earth in which it was formed and will therefore vary in color
from light shades of sky blue to darker turquoise. Each is traced
with a sterling silver bezel, believed in Peruvian mythology to be
the tears of the moon. Handmade in Peru. Necklace is 16 1/2"L

C

C. Land of Five Rivers Embroidered Tunic

#72420 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Necklace $125.00

The Punjab region in northern India is brimming with highly creative
artisans who make everything from ornate jewelry to detailed
needlework bedding and fabric. This fine tunic represents those
decorative arts with elegant white-on-white embroidery trimming the
neck and cuffs and accented by a scattering of beads across the body
and tiny bell buttons at the neckline. This embroidered tunic evolved
from a typical Punjabi garment called a kameez, a loose cotton shirt
with an airy quality to keep you cool. Hand-wash. Made in India.

#72422 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Bracelet $55.00

#72435 Embroidered Indian Tunic $42.00

#72421 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Earrings $35.00

Women’s sizes S (6–8), M (10–12), L (14–16), XL (18–20).

A

B

and pendant is 1"W. Bracelet is 7 1/2"L. Earrings are 1"L. All measurements
are approximate. NGS EXCLUSIVE

E. La Rioja Travel Sandals

B, C, D, E, F

Striking a balance between Old World tradition and modern
travel requirements, these Spanish sandals are created in La
Rioja, an area known for its artisan shoemakers since ancient
times. With a distinctive leaf motif, the red leather straps are
tanned using vegetable extracts and ground tree bark and are
then treated with olive oil to prevent blisters. The sueded
leather foot bed with cork midsole molds to your foot,
creating a custom fit for hours of exploring comfort. Plus the
cushioned insole absorbs heel impact, allowing you to walk all
day without fatigue. Metal-free and easy to slip off, they are a
breeze at airport security. Handcrafted in Spain from all natural
and recycled materials.
#72449 Women’s La Rioja Travel Sandals $105.00
Ships in late February.
European Size
U.S. Size

F. Indian Block Print Travel Skirt
B. Filipino Sea-grass and Sigay Travel Tote
Much of the Philippines’ rice and straw, including the bancuan grass
that forms the body of this handwoven tote, is grown in lush Bicol
province. Local artisans embellish the tote’s bright teal border and
leather handles with beads and cowrie shells, called sigay. Sigay have
at times been worn to indicate rank and are also used to play a
game similar to mancala. Traditional island materials come together
as an expression of artistic heritage. Canvas-lined with interior
pocket. Handmade in the Philippines. 18"W x 11"H x 6"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72417 Filipino Sea-grass Tote $88.00
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Yards of summer-light cotton stretch across a long wooden table in a
textile workshop in Rajasthan. With sharp raps, an artisan moves
along the table, stamping inked carved wooden blocks on the fabric.
Centuries-old Indian textile traditions involve embellishing fabrics with
hand block-printing. Here, this block printing adorns a breezy aqua
cotton travel skirt that looks great even after the most taxing journey.
Roll and twist it in a ball when packing, and it comes out with the
irregular folds that give the skirt its shape. Elastic beaded drawstring
waist. Hand-wash. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72425 Indian Block Print Travel Skirt $38.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6, 36"L), M (8–10, 37"L), L (12–14, 38"L).

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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A. Indian Embroidered Floral Jacket

FOREIGN LANDS

Throughout India, embroidery
and needlework are highly
developed local folk arts. In the
region of Kashmir, however,
needlework is the domain
of highly skilled royal
craftspeople. Worked in
flat chain stitch,
embroidery flows like
brushstrokes across this
distinctive cotton
canvas jacket. The cut
is an updated and
relaxed version of
the popular Nehru
style. Fully lined.
Dry clean only.
Made in India.

A living world of
ancient traditions

National Geographic’s net proceeds
from the sale of Home Collection
items go to the Society’s World
Cultures Fund to support the study
and preservation of world cultures.
For more information or to see
more from this collection,
go to www.NGHome.com.

#72433 Indian
Embroidered
Jacket $75.00
Women’s sizes
S (6–8),
M (10–12),
L (14–16),
XL (18–20).

D

D. Carved Chinese Necklace
Dangling from a 29" strand of tigereye,
Austrian crystal, leopard-skin jasper, and
cloisonné beads is a beautiful piece of handcarved jade representing the Chinese character
for joy and luck. Historically, jade was believed
to have a value greater than gold or silver, and
the power to protect mind and body. It has an
extensive history of use in ritual ceremonies in
China since 5000 B.C. Pendant is 2"W.
#72055 Carved Chinese Necklace $68.00

B

B. Rajasthani Framed
Elephant Painting
Indian artist Mohan Soni is one of
India’s masters of miniature painting.
Inspired by watercolors made for
Mughal emperors, he and his
apprentices continue this 400-year-old
tradition. Called miniatures because
of their exquisite detail, traditional
miniature paintings depict Hindu deities
and scenes from everyday life. Here, a
trio of royal pachyderms parades with
trunks raised, a sign of good luck.
Hand-rendered with mineral paints on
handmade paper and a gold-toned
wood frame with silk matting.

C. Personalized Egyptian Pendants

E. Jaipur Bedding From the National Geographic
Home Collection

In hieroglyphic text, a cartouche was
used to eternalize the pharaoh’s name
and came to be used as an amulet.
The oval ring that surrounds the name
was meant to protect the pharaoh in
the afterlife. These beautiful cartouches
can be personalized with the name or
phrase of your choosing in Egyptian
hieroglyphics. Limit of eight letters.
Handmade in Cairo. The chain is 18"L and

Our Jaipur bedding collection will transport you nightly to
India's exotic Pink City. Like the collection of rare textiles
found in Jaipur's Chandra Mahal, or moon palace museum,
the coverlet and pillow shams feature a traditional Indian
paisley motif in rich red hennalike hues with ocher and blue
accents. 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Machine wash. Made in
Portugal. The accent pillow reflects the intricacy of Mehndi
henna used by an Indian bride in preparation for her wedding
ceremony. 100% cotton jute. Made in India. 20"W x 20"L.

the pendant is approximately 1 1/2"L.

#73703 Kashmiri Paisley Matelasse Coverlet
Twin $125.00
Full/Queen $160.00
King $185.00

#72052 18-karat Gold Cartouche $298.00
#72053 Sterling Silver Cartouche $75.00
Phone orders only.
Please allow 4–6 weeks for delivery.

#73704 Kashmiri Paisley Sham
Standard $50.00
King or Continental Square $60.00

19 3/4"W x 10 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72432 Rajasthani Elephant Painting $138.00
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C

#73714KB Henna Vine Pillow $65.00

F

F. Maasai Mother and Child
Sculpture
Today, East Africa’s seminomadic
Maasai people continue the pastoral
lifestyle of their ancestors. Maasai
elders are recognized by their large
ear loops, and the women wear
amazingly detailed beaded collars
that are highly prized by collectors of
African art. An example of African
resourcefulness, this petite sculpture
is crafted from reclaimed metals and
evokes traditional Maasai culture
while celebrating the universal bond
between parent and child.
Handmade in Kenya. Approximately
3 1/2"W x 8"H x 1 3/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72436 Massai Sculpture $38.00

www.ShopNG.org
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E, G

E. A Lightweight Lace Tie Cardigan
Hand-knit in the Mountains of Peru

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF

HANDMADE
ARTISTRY

High in the Andes near the Peruvian city of
Arequipa, talented textile artisans carry out an
ancient trade. Peru has a textile tradition that is
more than 3,000 years old, and the hands that
create these extremely soft lace tie cardigans hold
generations of accumulated knowledge of unique
Peruvian patterns. Made from certified organic
cotton and ecofriendly, wrinkle-resistant Tencel,
which is made by processing wood pulp into a silky
fabric. Hand-wash. Hand-knit in Peru.
#72406 Peruvian Lace Tie Cardigan $105.00
Women’s sizes S (6–8), M (10–12), L (14–16), XL (18–20).

A. Centuries
of Tradition
From Bali
This extraordinary handcrafted jewelry
embodies the immeasurable artistic skill
for which Bali is known. Fishermen on the
island often carve jewelry from the motherof-pearl shells of the catch. The 16"-long necklace
has sparkling faceted garnets and lustrous mother-of-pearl
hand-set by Balinese artisans into gleaming sterling silver
bezels linked by handmade hinges. The 8"-long adjustable
bracelet is created from hand-selected checkerboard-cut
garnets set in sterling silver. Matching earrings of
checkerboard-cut garnets are accented with a garnet
facet drop and are 3/4" long.

C

#73750 Garnet and Mother-of-pearl Necklace $299.00
#73667 Garnet Checkerboard Bracelet $169.00

C. Lightweight Kashmiri Shawl

#73756 Garnet Checkerboard Earrings $59.00

Kashmiri shawls continue a tradition that began
in this mountainous region in the 15th and
16th centuries. A paisley frame surrounds a
sweeping paisley and floral pattern rendered in
natural hues of rose and russet. Handwoven of
lightweight pure wool by master Kashmiri
weavers, it is a luxurious, sheer canvas for a
timeless motif. Dry clean only. Handmade in
India. Approximately 2'4"W x 6'8"L.

Set of Necklace and Earrings $320.00

B. São Paulo Mouth-blown
Art Glass Vase
In the 13th century, Venetian
glassblowers were forced to
move to the island of Murano
to keep their trade secrets
under wraps. By the early
20th century, many had
migrated throughout the
world, including to
São Paulo, Brazil. There,
third-generation master
glassblower Antonio
Carlos creates this
sweeping and
substantial art glass
vase, keeping the
culture of his
ancestors alive while
drawing inspiration from
the South American
landscape. Approximately
6"W x 11 1/2"H x 3"D.

#72424 São Paulo Glass Vase $125.00
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F. Vietnamese Embroidered Floral Bag

#72430 Lightweight Kashmiri Shawl $78.00

D. Balinese Freshwater Pearl Watch
In small workshops in Denpasar, Bali’s capital
city, skilled artisans carefully frame cultured
freshwater pearls in sterling silver. Some of the
world’s most perfect pearls are formed in oyster
beds that lie just off the island’s shores. Bali is
known for its master silversmiths, and the art of
setting jewels into bezels to enhance their
shape and luster is the specialty of this
workshop, where skills are passed from jeweler
to apprentice through the generations. A
mother-of-pearl face gleams in this watch that
is both classic for day and elegant for evening.
Batteries included. Approximately 7 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72419 Balinese Pearl Watch $148.00

G

In Vietnam, embroidery is described as “painting
with thread,” a sentiment that comes to life in this
artistic bag. Silk and cotton canvas is embellished
with a regal stylized floral pattern. A purple lotus
blooms at the center, reminiscent of the pond that
surrounds the One Pillar Pagoda. Fully lined, with an
inside zippered pocket. The detachable shoulder
strap is adjustable from 30"L to 53"L. Handembroidered by artisans in Vietnam, so no two are
exactly alike. 9 1/2"W x 6"H x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72443 Vietnamese Embroidered Bag $98.00

G. Mouth-blown Venetian Glass Necklace
The romance and timelessness of Italy come
together in this necklace, handcrafted in the
centuries-old tradition of glassmaking on the island
of Murano. Large, lustrous beads of mouth-blown
glass are meticulously hand-painted on the inside
with 24-karat gold leaf. 26"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#79394 Multicolored Venetian Glass Necklace $159.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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D. Provençal Indiennes Quilted Travel Tote

I N T R I C AT E D E S I G N S F R O M

This versatile cotton travel tote embodies
cross-continental artistry. In the 17th century,
Indian printed calico was all the rage in the court
of Louis XIV. French mills copied Indian patterns
to keep up with demand for this fashionable
fabric. Eventually this in-vogue style reached the
south of France, where the floral patterns that
have come to evoke the Provençal countryside
originated as local merchants’ answer to the
immense popularity of Indian printed cotton.
Turquoise paisley with bands of key lime flowers
bring eye-catching refinement to this handy
carryall. Zip top and drop-in base for structure.
Three interior pockets, one with zip. Made in
India. 15 1/2"W x 12 1/2"H x 5 1/2"D. Strap is 27"L.

INTERNATIONAL
ARTISANS

A

NGS EXCLUSIVE

A. Maharani Pearl and Gemstone Bracelet

#72434 Indian Quilted Tote $68.00

In Northern India, Mughal royalty wore dramatic bracelets
and chokers gleaming with massive precious stones. This
history inspired an Indian jeweler to design a regal cufflike
bracelet using faceted citrine, iolite, amethyst, garnet, and
peridot, framed in sterling silver. To bring his design to life,
he looked to the remote silversmithing villages of Bali where
master artisans pass their simple tools and exquisite skills
down from generation to generation. Cultured freshwater
pearls from Lake Biwa in Japan add texture and color to
complete this vibrant piece of Pan-Asian artistry.

D

1"W x 7 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72431 Maharani Bracelet $198.00

F

F. Indian Floral Travel Pajamas
India’s Mughal emperors adorned their clothes, jewels, and palaces with intricate
patterns and bright colors. Their interest in stylized images of flora gave rise to
the graceful pattern we now call paisley. These comfortable,
lightweight, easily packable cotton pajamas combine the Mughal
love of pattern and decoration with India’s long tradition of
textilemaking—an industry that, in the 20th century, Mahatma
Gandhi considered key to his country’s self-reliance. Comes in a
matching bag that’s convenient for travel. Button front and elastic
waist with drawstring. Machine wash. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

C
C

C. Provençal Indiennes Reversible
Travel Jacket

Egyptians are believed to be the first to incorporate
fragrances and perfume into their cultural rituals, and
intricate perfume bottles have been discovered within the
tombs of Egyptian pharaohs. Our beautiful examples are
handblown and shaped in Egypt using a technique that has
been in use since the 13th century. Each is a unique
creation accented with 24-karat gold, painted in delicate
translucent colors, and finally topped with a sculpted leafshaped stopper. Fill them with perfumes or scented oils.
No two are alike. Set of five. Approximately 4"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Double your travel wardrobe with this
lightweight reversible cotton jacket. For
four millennia, some of the most
captivating patterns have emerged from
textile workshops of India and
influenced styles the world over. In the
17th century, Indian printed cloth was
so popular in France that Provençal mills
began reproducing Indian patterns,
resulting in the floral patterns we now
associate with the south of France.
This vibrant turquoise paisley jacket
reverses to floral key lime. Patch pockets
and side vents. 26" long. Machine
wash. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72064 Egyptian Perfume Bottles $36.00

#72426 Reversible Travel Jacket $128.00

B

B. Miniature Egyptian Perfume Bottles

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14),
XL (16).
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#72438 Indian Floral Pajamas $42.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).
Pajamas come in a convenient travel bag.

E

E. Handcrafted Chilean Jewelry
Meticulously handmade from start to finish by
Chilean artisans, this ensemble places hand-cut
turquoise, obtained from the Andes mountains,
in stunning sterling silver settings. Its elegant
simplicity recalls the motifs of the ancient
Aztec, whose tradition held that turquoise
brought prosperity. Made in Chile.
Necklace is 20"L. Earrings are 1"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73563 Chilean Necklace $229.95
#73564 Chilean Earrings $39.95
Set of Necklace and Earrings $239.00

www.ShopNG.org
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I N S PI R E D C R E AT I O N S R E M I N I S C E N T

OF THE EARTH

A special collection for the naturalist

A. Thai Spring Garland Bracelet
In Thailand, flowers were the first forms of jewelry—a blossom in the hair, a
garland of flowers worn around the neck. This tradition remains strong today in
Thai culture, where ceremonies are marked by a profusion of fresh blooms worn
on the body and as part of the decor. Artist Busarin Hutawarakorm wanted to
capture that heritage by creating an everlasting floral accent made of citrine,
quartzite, and glass beads. Threaded on delicate stainless steel filaments, this
bracelet’s subtle flex creates a custom fit as it gently wraps your wrist. Comes in
an embroidered gift box. Handcrafted in Thailand. Approximately 7"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

F

F. Baltic Amber Heart Pendant

#72441 Thai Flower Bracelet $48.00
D

A

D. Marwari Hand-carved Wisdom Owl
In Indian lore, owls are regarded as wise, clever,
and a little mysterious. Lakshmi, the goddess of
prosperity, is often depicted riding an owl. This
inquisitive blue creature is hand-carved and
hand-painted by artisans in the southwestern
Rajasthan region of Marwar. Owls are a
common decoration in Hindu homes, and this
calm creature reflects the handcrafted art that is
a Marwari craft hallmark. Please allow for
variations as each piece is unique. Handmade in
India. 6"W x 7 1/2"H x 3 1/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72427 Marwari Owl $58.00

E. Chinese Butterfly Silk Robe
The tradition of silkmaking originated in China more than 4,000 years ago.
And while the Chinese kept the technique a secret for thousands of years, a
spirited princess, en route to India to marry, smuggled several silkworms in
her headdress to ensure she would always have the fine material with her.
Unwittingly, she brought the secret of silk to the rest of the world. This
elegant, slightly sheer white robe with a flower and butterfly motif is from
the Hangzhou region of China—regarded as the home of silk. Dry clean only.
Hand-painted in China. Approximately 44"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72269 Butterfly Silk Robe $85.00

In 1701, Prussian King Frederick I
commissioned an ornate room made from
tons of translucent Baltic amber. Later, the
intricate panels passed into Russian hands,
and Catherine the Great installed them in
her summer home in Pushkin. They
disappeared in 1942, and their location
remains a mystery. This captivating
treasure engages the imagination, and you
can carry a connection to this intriguing
tale with you as a lightweight amber
pendant. Carved by hand in Poland.
1 1/4"-wide pendant hangs from an 18" sterling
silver chain. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72073 Baltic Amber Heart Pendant $58.00

One size fits most.

B

B. Mexican Silver Swallow Earrings

G. Yangtze River Pearl Stretch Bracelets

Adorned with intricate designs depicting
swallows in flight, these earrings are
handmade from sterling silver by a
Mexican jewelrymaker using the lostwax technique. Dating back thousands
of years, this method involves pouring
molten silver into wax-filled molds.
Once these initial castings have been
produced, each is slowly finished by
hand to produce an ageless work of
Latin American artistry. Made in Mexico.

Early in the 20th century, people discovered how
to induce the transformation of a grain of sand
into an organic gem, the pearl. Since that time,
the natural irregularities of baroque cultured pearls
have been treasured by women all over the world.
These cultured freshwater pearls are available in
shades of honeysuckle, goldenrod, lavender, and
rose and are strung on generous elastic. The colors
of these bracelets coordinate beautifully together
or can be worn singly. Read more about pearls in
the June 1997 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. Set of four
includes one bracelet in each color.

1 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73495 Mexican Silver Swallow
Earrings $39.95

#72134 Set of Four Pearl Bracelets $28.00
H

C. African Shona Giraffe Sculpture

Ships in late February.
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H. National Geographic Desk Reference to Nature’s Medicine Book
Packed with color photos, botanical drawings, range maps, and more, this
definitive guide to healing plants is a landmark reference in the field of natural
medicine. From the Amazon to your own backyard, here’s all you need to know
about the characteristics, harvest, and medicinal uses of hundreds of medicinal
plants. Fascinating cultural and scientific histories trace their origins in ancient
folklore and follow them through the ages to their surprising role today as
possible cures for colds and other illnesses. Hardcover. 7 5/8" x 9 3/4". 416 pages. © 2006

Shona art, created by Zimbabwe’s largest tribe, is one of the most significant
art forms to come out of Africa in the 20th century. Family relationships, such as
this family of four, are often represented by the animal kingdom in Shona art.
The artists believe that their chiseling and polishing releases the spirit form that is
trapped within the rapoka stone. As each piece is one of a kind, please expect
variation in the color and veining of the stone. Approximately 6"W x 10 1/2"H x 2"D.
#72046 Shona Giraffe Sculpture $98.00

G

C

#53666 Desk Reference to Nature’s Medicine Book $40.00
Ships in late March.

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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Mailing List: If you are receiving duplicate catalogs or have
address updates, we’ll be happy to update our files. Please
call our customer service department. In addition, from time
to time we make our mailing list and e-mail list available to
carefully selected companies whose products or services
may be of interest to our members and customers. If you do
not wish to have your name or e-mail shared with
nonaffiliated third parties, please let us know.

Please refer to our website for more information
about our shipping and handling charges.

National Geographic
N. C. Wyeth Wall Clock
With Atomic Time

Ways to Shop:

Visit our Online Store www.ShopNG.org for safe,
secure shopping, and take advantage of these
convenient features:
• Find an extended line of products, including books,
maps, videos and DVDs, cameras, prints, posters,
and more.
• Check inventory availability/status.
• Use our Catalog Quick Shop for fast ordering.
• Track your order.
To place your order by phone, please call our
Customer Service Representatives at 1.888.225.5647.
For mail-in orders, please use the order form at left.
Additional Information and Size Charts:

Have a question? We often have additional product
information online. Also, clothing sizes can vary, so we
recommend that you check our online sizing charts or
contact us for the best fit.
Gifts:

We’ll add a gift message to the packing slip shipped
with your order at no additional charge. In addition,
many items in our catalog can be packaged in our
exclusive gift box, including tissue, gold seal, and
handwritten gift card, for only $5.00.
Corporate Gifts:

Our products make great incentives. Contact our Corporate
Sales Department at 1.888.225.5647 for more information.

DELIVERY AND SHIPPING

In 1927, the National
Geographic Society
commissioned famed
American painter
N. C. Wyeth to create a
series of murals to adorn the
walls of its Washington, D.C.,
headquarters. The face of this large
clock is a reproduction of the Western
Hemisphere mural from our private art collection. Traditionally styled and
always accurate, the clock synchronizes each night to the U.S. atomic clock
in Colorado and self-adjusts for daylight saving time, leap seconds, and other
time changes. One AA battery, not included. 18" diameter x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72089 Wyeth Atomic Clock $99.95

National Geographic’s Nature Collection
Six-DVD Set
Filled with some of the most remarkable moments
we’ve ever recorded, this extraordinary DVD set
collects our very best nature programming in one
incredible package. Your family won’t believe the
eye-opening worlds of wonder that await them in
this spectacular set, which contains Tigers of the
Snow, Surviving Everest, Dinosaur Hunters,
Asteroids: Deadly Impact, Volcano: Nature’s Inferno,
and SuperCroc. Each DVD is approximately 60 minutes.
#93010 Nature Six-DVD Set $69.95

In-stock orders are processed within 24 hours of receipt.
Orders may ship in multiple boxes and arrive separately.
Delivery times are as follows, unless otherwise indicated
in the product description.

Learn to Dive With PADI and
National Geographic
If you’ve ever wanted to learn to scuba dive,
check out the PADI National Geographic
Passport to Adventure DVD and discover
underwater adventure. You’ll see
beautiful and intriguing creatures in their
natural habitats as you journey over
pristine coral reefs and through majestic
wreckages. This DVD will show you how to
bring excitement and adventure to your next
vacation—as a PADI National Geographic Diver.

Standard Delivery—Shipments will be sent either USPS or
UPS ground. Please allow 5–7 days for delivery within the
continental U.S. Please allow up to 12 days for delivery to
Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Expedited Delivery—We offer both next-day and two-day
delivery on most items for orders received by 1 p.m. EST.
Delivery Outside the U.S.—Standard-delivery orders to

Canada will arrive within two weeks via Canada Post
with no additional duty charges. Expedited delivery to
Canada may require additional duties. Elsewhere please
allow 4–8 weeks for standard delivery. Additional duties
may be required.

#99014 National Geographic Passport to Adventure
DVD-ROM $19.95

National Geographic Pocket Travel Alarm

Mail your order to us
at the address above.

(Fax: 1-888-242-0531)

1-888-225-5647

Shop by phone,
toll-free:

www.ShopNG.org
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Customer Service—Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

Easy Ordering!

Please notify me of special offers via e-mail.

Please send me status updates regarding my order via e-mail.

OPTIONAL E-MAIL ADDRESS

All of your purchases help support the vital work of the
National Geographic Society.

QUESTIONS

❑
❑

EVENING PHONE
DAYTIME PHONE

Your satisfaction is our
number one priority.
If any product fails to
meet your expectations
for any reason, contact
customer service at
1.888.225.5647
and we will make it right.

Expedited Delivery

Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

Two-day: Add $9.95 to shipping charge.
Next-day: Add $19.95 to shipping charge.
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NG TRAVELER—DC 5.75%; KY 6%; VT 6%.
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$6.95 S&H
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$14.95 S&H
$16.95 S&H
$18.95 S&H
$0.01–$25.00
$25.01–$50.00
$50.01–$75.00
$75.01–$100.00
$100.01–$150.00
$150.01–$200.00
Over $200.00

Magazine Sales Tax:
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For merchandise total

MAGAZINE TOTAL Magazines are not subject to shipping and handling.
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STATE/PROVINCE, COUNTRY
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CA 7.25% (L.A. County 8.25%); DC 5.75%; FL 6%; KY 6%; MI 6%;
PA 6%; VA 5%; VT 6%; NB, NF, NS (except books and atlases) 15% HST; Elsewhere in Canada 7% GST.
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Shop with Catalog Quick Shop

Order Information for items being shipped to your address.

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Gift Order Use this section to ship your gifts to an address other than your own. For more addresses, please attach a separate sheet.
GIFT MESSAGE
Ship to:

TOTAL

SHOPPING

If any product fails to meet your expectations for any
reason, contact customer service at 1.888.225.5647 or
ngs@keystoneinternet.com.
Returns and Exchanges—Everything from the National
Geographic Catalog is unconditionally guaranteed.
Should a product not meet your expectations, you may
return it to us for a full and prompt refund or exchange.
If you are returning an item received as a gift, you may
exchange it for another item or gift certificate of equal
value. For more information, or if you received an
incorrect or damaged product please call
1.888.225.5647. For return instructions, please refer to
the packing slip with your package.

A rugged leather case embossed with the
National Geographic seal hides two travel
necessities. A foldout travel alarm clock
ensures you wake up on time, and a useful
magnifying glass enlarges the clock face
or makes short work of reading
maps, menus, and guidebooks.
Batteries included. 1 3/4"W x 2 1/4"L x
1"D. 3 1/2 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72343 National Geographic Travel
Clock With Magnifying Glass $38.00

E

NECESSITIES FOR THE

E. Safe Haven Bird Feeder

FIELD AND FOREST

Developed with the British Trust for
Ornithology, this feeder’s epoxy-coated
steel globe lets birds perch safely inside
and keeps squirrels and predators out.
Rugged design assures a long life of
year-round service. Fill the polycarbonate
feeding tube with 14 oz. of sunflower or
wild-bird mix. 10 1/2" diameter x 17 3/4"H.

C

#79604 Safe Haven Bird Feeder $59.95

F. Songbirds Play Authentic Songs
Inside each plush figure, a microchip
plays the authentic sound of its species
as recorded by the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology. Fun for children and adults
alike; everyone can learn the sounds and
then use their ears to find these birds in
their own backyard. For ages 4 and up.

C. Our Rugged Birding Binoculars Feature Precision Optics

Handblown from recycled glass, this beautiful bouquet of
glass flowers with red feeding tubes attracts delicate
hummingbirds for your observation. Inspired by
the designs of perfume bottles from the early 1900s,
each flower has a glass feeding tube and tiny metal perch.
Top-feeding design prevents messy drips. Nectar recipe
included. Handcrafted in Mexico. 8"W x 6"H x 8"D.

These special field-tested 8-x-40 binoculars bring a century’s worth
of our experience to your own field expeditions. Our top-in-theirclass binoculars feature precision optics with unique, jewel-green,
phase-shifting multicoatings to enhance brightness, contrast,
sharpness, and color accuracy. Porro prisms provide edge-to-edge
illumination. A favorite with birders, they boast a rugged, rubberarmored body; long-eye relief for comfortable use; a 315-foot-wide
view at 1,000 yards; and the ability to focus on objects just 10 feet
away. Strap, case, and National Geographic bird migration wall map
included. 3"W x 7"L x 6"H. 1 lb., 7 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73813 Hummingbird Feeder $49.95

#73135 National Geographic 8-x-40 Binoculars $129.95 (Members $99.95)

A

A. Artful Glass Hummingbird Feeder

4"H x 6"L.

#79888 Songbirds Choir, Three-bird Set $24.95
Choose Any Three: Eastern Bluebird (BL),
Goldfinch (GO), Black-capped Chickadee (BK),
Cardinal (CA), Robin (RO).

#79889 Songbirds Choir, Five-bird Set $34.95

Motion-detection Wildlife Camera

F
H

H. Our
Night Vision
Monocular
Reveals Nature’s
Nocturnal Secrets

#72015 Field and Forest Birds, Three-card Set $29.95

Our professional-grade
night vision monocular extends your explorations
to the once unknowable realms of darkness so
you can see what wildlife roams at night. The
state-of-the-art intensifier tube provides the
brightest image possible with a 3.1-power
magnification. If you need to see in complete
darkness, switch on the powerful integrated
infrared illuminator. New automatic gain control
feature shields the intensifier tube from harmful
light exposures, letting you use the scope in more
situations, including dawn and dusk. Multicoated
glass optics allow 628' field of view at 1,000
yards and feature precise click-ocular focusing.
Housed in a rubberized, ergonomic, waterresistant body. With tripod mount. Two AA batteries,

#72016 Water Birds, Three-card Set $29.95

not included. 3"W x 3"H x 6"L. 16 oz.

B. Motion-detection Camera Captures
Elusive Wildlife
For years, National Geographic photographer Michael
Nichols has used highly specialized remote-camera systems
to obtain remarkable images of never-before-seen wildlife
behavior. This 35-mm model will reveal secrets in your own
backyard. Triggered by heat and movement, this all-weather
unit takes multiple images to capture backyard wildlife.
Features 30-foot-range flash, 1- to 60-minute pause time
between activations, time or date stamp, and test mode.
Wide-angle lens has 60° field of view. Eight AA batteries,
not included, provide as many as 21 days of 24-hour
operation. 5 3/4"W x 7 1/2"H x 2 1/2"D.
#73561 Motion-detection Camera $69.95

D

D. Portable Birdsong Identifier
With this electronic handheld player and digital song cards, you’ll be
able to name the birds in your backyard just by hearing their calls.
Simply press a button to hear the song and verify your sighting.
Two yard-bird song cards, included. Additional cards available.
3 1/2"W x 6 1/4"H.

#79059 Birdsong Identifier $34.95

Entire Set of Player and All Cards $89.95
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#72083 National Geographic Night Vision
Monocular $299.95

G

G. Wireless Weather Station
Keeps Atomic Time
Decide what to bring on
your bird-watching excursion
with this wireless weather
station that keeps track of
conditions and perfect time with
Wireless
Transmitter a clock controlled by a signal from
the U.S. atomic clock. The easy-to-read
graphic readout displays the minimum and
maximum indoor and outdoor
temperatures, indoor humidity, date, time,
and barometric pressure trend and
weather forecast. Includes outdoor
temperature sensor with LCD readout,
80' transmitting range, and temperature
range of -21.8°F–157.2°F. Two AA and two
AAA batteries, not included. 4 1/2"W x 7"H.

#79353 Wireless Weather Station $79.95

www.ShopNG.org
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TAKE A WALK ON THE

WILD SIDE
March of the Penguins

Emperor Penguins T-shirt
Illustrating the strength of the
parent-child bond, our 100% cotton
emperor penguins T-shirt is sure to
melt hearts. Each is printed with an
educational fact about these
beautiful flightless birds. Machine
wash. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72334 Penguins Adult T-shirt $19.95

Born Wild

Experience a journey like no other on
the planet. Emperor penguins in the
thousands brave icy winds, freezing
temperatures, and starvation in this
incredible true story of the penguin life cycle.
Driven by the overpowering urge to reproduce,
the penguins travel in single file hundreds of miles,
crisscrossing Antarctica under the harshest
conditions on Earth. The amazing story of their
journey was the blockbuster film of summer 2005,
and now National Geographic’s March of the
Penguins is available on DVD. A heartwarming story about
family and the power of love. Perfect for family movie night.
Narrated by Morgan Freeman. Approximately 85 minutes.
Rated G. Official companion book also available. Hardcover 9

#72505 Tiger
Adult T-shirt $19.95
#72513 Tiger
Youth T-shirt $16.95

t
f T-shir
Back o

1/2" x 10 7/8". 160 pages. © 2005

Back

#72352 March of the Penguins DVD $19.95
#56182C March of the Penguins Book $30.00

Let’s Do Lunch

I Just Gotta Be Me

See Spot Run

Set of Book and DVD $44.95

#79749 Shark
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73171 Penguins
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73172 Cheetah
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73164 Shark
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#73748 Penguins
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#73173 Cheetah
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72108 Shark
Child T-shirt $14.95

#72118 Penguins
Child T-shirt $14.95

#72119 Cheetah
Child T-shirt $14.95

Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL.
Front
Detail

#72337 Penguins Youth T-shirt $16.95
Sizes S (8), M (10–12), L (14–16).

#72508 Cheetahs Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72507 Butterfly Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72516 Cheetahs Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72515 Butterfly Youth T-shirt $16.95

National Geographic Animal T-shirts
Choose your favorite animal and display a
little humorous attitude with these unique
National Geographic T-shirts. Our bestselling T-shirts are made from heavyweight,
100% preshrunk cotton, and each one has
a fascinating, educational fact about its
subject to spread a little knowledge along
with the smiles. Machine wash. Imported.
Choose Shark (which has an image on the
front and back), Tiger, Penguins, Cheetah,
T. rex, Snake, Chimpanzees, Frogs, or
Beetles. Adult sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL. Youth sizes

National Geographic
Wildlife T-shirts
Our newest T-shirts celebrate the
diversity of some of the Earth’s
most beautiful wildlife. Made
from 100% cotton, each T-shirt
is printed with an educational
fact about the featured animal.
Choose the Cheetahs T-shirt,
capturing a quiet moment with
a mother and cub; the iridescent
Blue Morpho Butterfly, which is
common to Central America; a
mated pair of Bolivian Macaws;
or a Giraffe against an iconic
African sunset. Printed using
an innovative process and
environmentally friendly inks,
the image is transferred directly
into the cotton, giving the shirt
a very soft feel. Machine wash.
Imported.

New!
Smaller
child sizes
now
available
Not a Happy Camper
#72110 T. rex
Adult T-shirt $19.95
#72113 T. rex
Youth T-shirt $16.95
#72117 T. rex
Child T-shirt $14.95

S (8), M (10–12), L (14–16). Child sizes 4, 5/6, 7.

Adult sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL.
Youth sizes S (8), M (10–12), L (14–16).
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#72509 Macaws Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72510 Giraffe Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72517 Macaws Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72518 Giraffe Youth T-shirt $16.95

Shake, Rattle, & Roll

Best Buds

Got the Blues

Meet the Beetles

#72333 Snake
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72503 Chimps
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72504 Frogs
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72506 Beetles
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72336 Snake
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72511 Chimps
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72512 Frogs
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72514 Beetles
Youth T-shirt $16.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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The Journey
Continues!
has 15 episodes;
45 minutes.

THE SCIENCE
OF FUN

Winner
of Parents’
Choice Award!

Get Your Passport! has
14 episodes; 40 minutes.

E. A Delightful
World Tour for
Preschoolers
Using a simple
joystick, kids “fly”
around a moving, talking
globe full of fun facts
about its many
destinations. In
Free Flying mode,
the child is in
control. Choose
Tricky Travels for
a guided journey. Or
select Creature Feature to find
animals on every continent. Music and
sound effects enhance each flight, helping
children effortlessly learn about geography,
animals, and nature. For ages 3 and up.

A. Gravity-defying Lunar
Shoes Let Kids Feel Like
Moon Explorers
These spaced-out shoes give kids a fascinating idea of what
it’s like to walk on the moon in semiweightlessness. Providing
the sensation that gravity’s pull has been reduced, they’re
“wearable trampolines” that let kids jump and bounce like the
Apollo astronauts and hone their balance and coordination
skills. Nonskid treads provide sure footing on all kinds of
earthly terrain. Adjustable nylon straps create a snug fit on
both kid shoes and adult shoes up to men’s size 9. Maximum
weight is 180 lbs. Easy assembly required. For ages 7 and up.
#72312 Moon Shoes $39.95

G. Award-winning DVDs Introduce Kids to the World’s
Peoples and Places
Filled with delightful animation and world music, these DVDs take
kids on a song-led series of global journeys to visit different cultures,
explore exotic habitats, and attend amazing events. From Mount
Everest to the Trans-Siberian Express to Carnivale, there’s no end to
the fun. Interactive menus offer sing-along subtitles, a world map,
and more. Winner of a 2003 Parents’ Choice Award. For ages 3–10.
#73677 Get Your Passport! DVD $18.95
#73678 The Journey Continues! DVD $18.95
Set of Two $35.95

H. Geography Teaching Game
Offers a Global Challenge
Anywhere that children want to
play it, this award-winning talking
game uses arcadelike lights and
sounds to present an astonishing
5,000 questions and answers about
countries, cities, oceans, and more.
For ages 8 and up. Four AA batteries,

Batteries included. 9 1/2"W x 13"H x 9"D.

#73113 Fly and Discover Talking Globe $34.95

C. Working Robot Provides Lively Demo of Technology
As featured in the July 1997 issue of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC,
the science of robotics has many
applications—but none as fun as this
electronic wonder. Using the handheld
controller, kids of all ages can command
Robbie Robot to walk forward and
backward, turn left and right, travel into
another room, talk, dance, and launch soft
foam disks. For ages 3 and up. Six AA batteries,
#73027 Robbie Robot $39.95

D. A World of Learning in This
Talking Encyclopedia

Using original music videos and amazing images, an
animated globe named Spin™ whisks kids around the world,
teaching them about animals and their habitats. Each DVD
runs approximately 60 minutes and features a different
bonus program. For ages 4–10.

Filled with captivating color
illustrations and hundreds of facts
about nature, animals, space,
transportation, and much more,
this interactive encyclopedia
provides hours of entertaining
teaching. Place the special touchpen on any text or image to hear
explanations and definitions that
bring learning to life. Meets
national vocabulary standards for
K–3. For ages 5 and up. 80 pages.

#54158 Really Wild Animals™ Four-DVD Set $49.95
Set contains Deep Sea Dive, Dinosaurs and Other Creature Features,
Totally Tropical Rain Forest, and Swinging Safari.

#54501 Really Wild Animals Five-DVD Set $59.95
Set contains Awesome Animal Builders, Farmyard Friends,
Amazing North America, Wonders Down Under, and Polar Prowl.
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#83706 GeoSafari® Traveler $59.95
(Members $49.95)

I. Develop Mechanical and
Creativity Skills
With Wacky Wigglers™

not included. 7"W x 11 1/2"H x 5 1/2"D.

B. Our Shows Introduce Children
to a Diverse Animal Kingdom

not included. 6"W x 9"L.

Comes with eight cartridges,
including Endangered
Animals, Amphibians
and Reptiles, and
Outer Space.

F. National Geographic 3-D Viewer Set

10"W x 16 1/2"L x 1/2"D.

There’s no end to the amazing sights waiting in our
exclusive set of 96 spectacular 3-D color images of
animals and places from the National Geographic
archives. Eight easy-load cartridges pop right into the
unique viewer, whose easy-illumination design utilizes
an overhead light source, which means kids don’t have
to aim the viewer awkwardly at a lamp. For ages 3 and
up. Viewer is 5"W x 1 3/4"H x 4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73604 Interactive Encyclopedia $39.95

#73464 National Geographic 3-D Viewer Set $29.95

When we tested this
construction learning kit, our
pint-size volunteers spent
hours honing their mechanical
reasoning and creativity skills while
building an endless series of crazy
creatures. Using motorized
gears, springs, flashing lights,
glow-in-the-dark eyes, and
chomping teeth, kids can construct
any of four suggested Wigglers or
stretch their imaginations inventing
new ones. Includes hand control
and 130 color-coded pieces. For
ages 5 and up. Three AA batteries,
not included.

#72079 Wacky Wigglers $39.95

www.ShopNG.org
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NEW FRONTIERS
Infrared vision system
detects objects in his path.

OF TECHNOLOGY
E. Battery-free Dynamo Flashlight

Sonic sensors can detect the
location of sharp sounds.
Interacts with environment
with mood-specific behaviors.

Visual and sonic
guard mode

This flashlight runs on energy supplied by a squeeze of your
hand. Based on Michael Faraday’s 1831 invention of the
dynamo, it’s the battery-free light with a translucent
blue case that lets kids and adults alike watch it
work. Now with a bright LED bulb that’s good for
100,000 hours. For ages 8 and up. 2"W x 7"H x 2 1/2"D.
Squeeze the
handle to produce
battery-free light.

#72323 Dynamo Flashlight $14.95

A. Translucent Atomic Projection Clock

Roboraptor has
touch sensors in
his tail, chin, and
tongue.

Ideal for travelers in dark hotel rooms, this packable alarm clock
projects the time onto any ceiling in red numbers that are easily
read at night. An LCD screen with luminous blue backlight
displays the time, date, day, and temperature. A crescendo
alarm with snooze function gets you up on time thanks to an
internal receiver that uses signals from the official U.S. atomic
clock to maintain permanent self-adjusting accuracy. Uses included

B. National
Geographic
Cordless
Remotecontrolled
Flying Saucer
Kids’ learning fun
will blast off with our
new remote-controlled
hovering UFO. Triggerlike remote controls liftoff from
the launchpad. The superlight craft, built of
crashproof foam, can spin and hover up to 30 feet in
the air. Teach kids about hover technology and
aerodynamics with the patented “aero gyro” system.
The proportional-control remote means the harder the
remote is pressed, the higher the UFO flies, giving kids
unique control and flight abilities. With LED lights and
crazy sounds, it is safe for indoor or outdoor use.
Launchpad recharges the UFO for continual play.
Educational fact card on hover technology included.
For ages 10 and up. AC adapter and batteries, included.
8 3/4"W x 3 1/2"H x 8 3/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72080 National Geographic Flying UFO $39.95

What do you get when you combine
interactive computer fun with an
atlas’s wealth of information? A
talking “atlasphere” that teaches
your family about the world in
exciting new ways! Touch its surface
with the magic pen, and hear
thousands of amazing facts about
oceans, continents, countries, states,
and more. It even offers games with
three skill levels that test the
knowledge of one or more
players. Made by LeapFrog®.
For ages 8 and up. Four C batteries, not

Powerful jaws play
pulling games.

AC adapter or two AA batteries (not included). 4 1/4"W x 2 1/2"H x 4 1/2"D.

#72087 Projection Clock With
Temperature $38.00

F. Touch the Interactive
“Atlasphere” to Hear Fun Facts
About the World

He roars and makes
other dinosaur sounds.

C. Roboraptor Is a Fusion of Technology
and Personality
Dinosaurs are back and roaming the Earth! The Roboraptor is
packed with sensors and features that let him come to life.
He has an advanced artificial-intelligence personality,
realistic biomorphic motions, direct control,
autonomous behaviors, and three distinct modes
with mood-dependent behavior: hunter/
aggressive, cautious/nervous, and playful/friendly. He turns his
head and neck, has whipping tail actions, and makes other
realistic body movements. With his infrared vision and sonic
and touch sensors, he is able to interact in a lifelike way with
his environment. Developed by a robotics physicist who
invented biomorphic robotics while at NASA, he is easily operated
with the wireless remote control and has more than 40
preprogrammed functions. Educational fact card on robotics
included. For ages 8 and up. Six AA and three AAA batteries, not included.
12"W x 14"H x 6"D.

#72111 Roboraptor $119.95

D. Change Your Voice
and Turn Heads
As revealed in our book
The Incredible Machine,
vocal cords are amazing
things. And this voice
changer makes them even
more astounding with three different settings that
alter voices to sound like a “robot,” “alien,” or
“space traveler.” Watch its workings inside the
clear case, and watch jaws drop whenever it’s
used. For ages 3 and up. Battery included. 11"W.

Fluid bipedal
walking,
running, and
predatory gaits

included. 12"W x 16"H x 12"L.

#79699 Interactive Talking Globe $129.95
“Laser” tracking technology:
Trace a path on the ground with
the remote, and he’ll follow it.

H. Levitating Globe
A geographic conversation
piece and intriguing magnetism
demonstration in one, this
unusual globe makes more
than heads spin. An
electromagnet and
computerized sensor hidden in
its display stand cause it to
levitate motionlessly in the air.
Give it a whirl or pass your hand
around it without disturbing its
magnetic field. For ages 8 and up.
5 1/2"W x 8"H.

#73097 Levitating Globe $39.95

G. Rainbowmaker Spins
Colorful Science Across
Walls
A fascinating exhibit of both
solar energy and light
refraction, this see-through
device sticks onto any sunny
window to create a never
ending display of scientific
beauty. Watch the tiny solarpowered motor spin as twin
Swarovski crystals split sunlight
into its component colors and
send rainbows cascading across
walls. For ages 8 and up.
1 3/4"W x 7"H x 2 1/4"D.

#73648 Double Rainbowmaker
$39.95

#79332 Voice Changer $19.95
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D. Egyptian Mother-of-pearl Inlaid Boxes

AN ASSORTMENT OF OBJECTS FOR

Intricate inlay work has been practiced in the
Middle East for more than 4,500 years. These
beech-wood boxes are inlaid with hundreds of
hand-cut pieces of iridescent mother-of-pearl
and re-create an arabesque design from the
seventh century. Lined with red velvet, they
make excellent jewelry boxes or striking desk
accessories. Handmade in Egypt. Small: 4"W x

GEOGRAPHIC
EXPLORATION
Inspiration for continued learning

2"H x 2 3/4"D. Large: 5 1/2"W x 2 1/4"H x 3 1/2"D.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72252 Small Egyptian Inlaid Box $19.00
#72253 Large Egyptian Inlaid Box $32.00
Set of Two Boxes $45.00

D

A. National Geographic
Visual History of the World Book
An indispensable, impressive, and
extravagantly illustrated reference of social,
cultural, and military history in one substantial
volume. Readers see how momentous
happenings, personalities, catastrophes,
discoveries, and inventions unfold in a visually
stimulating and highly accessible layout.
Features more than 4,000 illustrations and
photographs; no other volume offers such a
comprehensive and richly illustrated chronicle
of world events. A time line at the bottom of
each page highlights important events. Special
color-coded cross-referencing provides vital
context. Hardcover. 8 1/4" x 10 1/2". 656 pages. © 2005
#53695C Visual History of the World Book $35.00

E. Bolivian Alpaca Sweater

B. Exclusive Framed Editions of Beautiful National Geographic Maps
Our cartographers are renowned for their accurate and beautifully detailed
maps. Two of our most popular and unique maps, the Satellite Image
of the World map and the earth-toned political World map, are available in
high-quality framed editions. Satellite Image of the World is 45 1/2"W x 32 1/2"L.
World map is 48"W x 32 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73736 Framed Satellite World Map $129.95
#73734 Framed Political World Map $129.95
Choose a light (LT) or dark (DK) wood frame. Allow 2–4 weeks for delivery.

In the Bolivian Andes, talented artisans
spin alpaca fiber into a soft and durable yarn,
and through their weaving, translate their
traditional ancient patterns into contemporary
style. The bright earth tones and patterns of
this particularly soft and breathable threeseason sweater are adapted from a 3,000year-old fabric. Hand-wash or dry clean only.
Entirely handmade in Bolivia of pure alpaca
wool. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72068 Men’s Bolivian Alpaca Sweater $138.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

E
Made from solid brass
with precision optics.

C. Award-winning Historical Pirate Game
Packed with exciting pirate battles, mutinies, desert islands, and hoards
of treasure, Dread Pirate takes the whole family on a swashbuckling
adventure into history. Based on the journals of real-life pirate hunter
Capt. Arthur Howell. Players sail the high seas plundering booty,
burying gold, and raiding fellow pirates. With excerpts from Howell’s
journals and fact-packed game cards that teach players about
buccaneer life. An antiqued wooden book holds the illustrated
ancient-treasure-map playing surface, cast metal playing pieces,
miniature “doubloons,” knucklebones (dice), and pirate “treasure.”
Winner of the Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Seal Award.
For 2–4 players or teams ages 8 and up.
#72311 Dread Pirate Game $54.95

Full-size, adjustable
mahogany tripod
with brass fittings

F. National Geographic Heirloom Brass Telescope
From the golden age of exploration comes this elegant example
of the telescopic arts. From its museum-quality beauty to its powerful
magnification abilities and exacting distortion-free image reproduction, the
distinctions that separate this special tool from ordinary telescopes will be instantly
apparent. Glowing solid brass and meticulous craftsmanship combine with a mahogany
tripod and solid brass fittings to create a magnificent working heirloom that’s far more
than a decorative focal point for the home or office. Inside its history-inspired design,
50-mm achromatic coated lenses and precision optics pull in a brilliant, correctly
oriented view of distant objects. Ideal for watching the horizon for distant ships,
viewing the stunning beauty of the craters of our moon and the four largest moons of
Jupiter, or gazing down the valley for roaming wildlife. Brass surfaces are treated with
antitarnish clear coat for a long, lustrous life. 43"W x 60 1/2"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72103 National Geographic Heirloom Brass Telescope $299.00
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National Geographic Illuminated Globes

LIVING
HISTORY
A. Schoolhouse Radio-controlled
Wall Clock
Combining 21st-century circuitry
that receives signals from the official
U.S. atomic clock with the historical
“drop octagon” design found in
19th-century schoolhouses, this
timepiece automatically maintains
permanent accuracy to the second.
Self-adjusting for daylight saving time,
leap seconds, and other official time
changes, it has a beautiful cherryfinished alder case and sets up with
the touch of a button. Two AA batteries,

The Envoy, our
14"-diameter globe,
is 39" high with a
burnished goldtoned semimeridian,
walnut-finished
wood base, and
5,000 place-names.

The Metropolis 12"-diameter globe
stands 17" high and features a silvertoned metal semimeridian, a metal base,
and 3,500 place-names.

The Explorer 12"-diameter globe
stands 17" high and features a wood
base, brass-toned semimeridian, and
3,500 place-names.

Truly unique, these state-of-the-art globes are created by our own legendary cartographers
using a special process that combines 17 separate layers of rich color printing with
specially developed materials, resulting in virtually unbreakable and infinitely detailed
spheres. Plus, with our exclusive illumination feature you get two globes in one. With the
light off, your globe shows a wealth of political data and place-names, all printed in the
patented, easily readable National Geographic typeface. Turn the light on, and the physical
world is suddenly revealed as meticulously hand-drawn mountains, valleys, vegetation
zones, and ocean floors appear. Each heirloom-quality globe features our unique
cord-concealing innovation (the cord runs through the base) and comes with a lifetime
guarantee, a certificate of authenticity, and a booklet on globemaking.

not included. 13 1/2"W x 21"H x 3 3/4"D.

#72088 Schoolhouse Radio-controlled
Wall Clock $99.95
A

#20422C Envoy $499.00 #20443C Explorer $199.00 #20442C Metropolis $299.00

B

B. WWII Flight Jacket With Survival Map Lining

110 Years of Maps on CD-ROM

National Geographic performed an important service during World War II as we supplied
maps to the Allies. Maps were often sewn in to the lining of flight jackets in case the
pilots were shot down over enemy territory. This is a reproduction of the historical WWII
flight jackets worn by the Allied pilots who flew perilous missions over wartime terrain,
and the nylon lining features a re-creation of the survival maps of southern France.
A surface of vintage French lamb leather adds to the authenticity. Features include some
of the customizations that pilots preferred, such as the wind flap, front zipper with
storm flap, knit cuffs and waistband, and zip top and side-entry pockets. With polyester
fiberfill for warmth. Imported.
#72268 WWII Flight Jacket $399.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).
Ships in mid-February.

C. National Geographic’s Guns, Germs, and Steel DVD
As seen on PBS and based on the Pulitzer Prize–winning book
by Jared Diamond, who traveled the globe for more than
30 years trying to answer one of the biggest questions in
world history: Why is the world so unequal? The answers he
found—that the societies that developed food production
techniques first were also the first to develop writing,
technology, and government—were simple, yet extraordinary.
Our DVD weaves together anthropology and science with epic
historical reenactments that bring his fascinating theories to
life. The DVD is also available with an updated version of the
book with a new chapter. Two-disc DVD set is 165 minutes long.

D. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazine is
renowned for its superb map supplements,
and now you can own every single one we
published from 1889 through 1999. Around
the world, through history, and across the
universe, it’s all here on eight CD-ROMs that
offer impressive search functions; an array
of viewing options; and thematic tours of
the world that feature audio, video, and
National Geographic photos. For Windows

Book is hardcover. 6 1/4" x 9 1/4". 528 pages. © 2005

95/98/ME systems with a CD-ROM drive.

#93008 Guns, Germs, and Steel DVD $39.95

#73069 National Geographic Maps CD-ROM
$29.95

#72162 Book and DVD Set $59.95
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®

Our world mural map can
dramatically fill any 110"W x 76"L space.

E. World Mural Map
It may be the most impressive map we’ve ever made. We’ve taken our award-winning
classic map of the world and blown it up to extraordinary mural size, where every inch
represents 206 miles. Endowed with the same cartographic detail, accuracy,
and artistry for which our other maps are known, three durable, latexcoated panels can adhere like wallpaper. Featuring Winkel Tripel
projection, which minimizes distortions; and informational insets.
#22007C World Mural Map, Blue Ocean $99.95
#20082C World Mural Map, Earth-toned $99.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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F. Three-season Micro-suede Travel Jacket Resists Rain
You’ll stay comfortable in all kinds of conditions with this machine-washable
travel jacket. A lightweight surface of supersoft micro-suede repels water while
two front slash pockets, inner cell phone pocket, and two zippered inner security
pockets keep valuables safe. Wrinkles hang out after unpacking, and machine
washability means ultimate easy care. With corozo buttons, adjustable cuffs, and
elastic waist. Imported.

TAKE PATHS TO NEW PLACES

COUNTRY ROADS
Adventure waits at every turn

#73478 Micro-suede Travel Jacket $99.95
Choose Thyme (TY) or Brown (BR). Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

A. Two-in-one Light-up
Magnifier

B. African Suede Mesh Hat
When you head out on that great
adventure, this handcrafted hat
from South Africa offers comfort,
ventilation, and protection from the
sun. Fashioned of suede and
breathable cotton mesh, similar to a
style worn by Africa’s game rangers.
Made by tribespeople living near
Kruger National Park. Crushable;
packs flat. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Reading maps and guidebooks
in dark places is difficult at best.
This novel solution removes the
obstacles created by poor light and
other challenges. An optical-quality
magnifying window with a built-in
LED light lies flat to illuminate and
enlarge maps and text for easy
reading day or night. A second
LED functions as a brilliant microflashlight. Operates for more than
70 hours on one battery set.
Durable compact case fits in a
pocket. Batteries included.
4 1/4"W x 2 3/4"L x 1/2"D. 3 oz.

#73822 Travel Magnifier With LED
$19.95

#79403 African Suede Mesh Hat
$64.95 (Members $59.95)
Sizes M (7), L (7 1/4),
XL (7 3/8). See online
for help determining
your hat size.

Thyme

D. National Geographic Self-powered
Shortwave Radio
This clever all-in-one design ensures that you will
never be caught without weather-emergency tools.
It combines a radio, flashlight, and cell phone battery
charger so you’ll always be able to tune into AM, FM,
and seven international shortwave radio bands; charge
your cell phone; and have emergency light if the power
goes out or you are exploring far from civilization.
Cranking the handle recharges the internal NiMH battery
so you can stay informed of news and broadcasts and
simultaneously use your cell phone. With just 90
seconds of cranking you’ll get an hour’s worth of radio
power, so you are never without the information you
need in the event of severe weather or natural disaster.
With earphone jack. Can also be powered by three
AA batteries or an AC adapter, not included.

National Geographic
Ventures President, Tim Kelly
H

#72085 National Geographic Self-powered Emergency
Shortwave Radio $49.95
#72186 AC Adapter $9.95

C. Stay on course and on time with this

Includes cell phone adapter for select models of Audiovox,
Kyocera, Motorola, Nokia, Samsung, Sanyo, Siemens, Sony Ericsson,
and Toshiba phones.

water-resistant data center with clock that
provides quick altitude, barometric pressure,
temperature, and compass readings as well
as alarm clock, chronograph, and calendar
functions. Clips onto your bag, pack, or
belt via the built-in carabiner, which also
folds to serve as a handy stand. It keeps a
24-hour barometric history to track the
weather and as many as 20 datestamped altitude log entries that
create a record of your travels
above sea level. Battery included.
2 1/2"W x 4 1/2"L.

#73516 Adventure Weather Center
149.95

Barometer with
weather icons

Digital
thermometer,
altimeter, and
compass
Clip to your
bag or pack
with carabiner.

#73803 Men’s Travel Shoes $149.95 Choose Tan (TN) or Walnut (WN). Men’s sizes 42–47.

E. Adventure Edition
Road Atlas
Our road atlas provides
accurate, detailed
maps of all 50 states,
Canada, and Mexico—
including scenic routes,
historic sites, recreation
information, and points
of interest. This unique
Adventure Edition also
highlights America’s
top 100 adventure
destinations chosen by the editors of NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC ADVENTURE magazine and discusses the
most popular national parks. Spiral-bound for ease of
use and covered with a durable plastic outer shell.

G. World-weary Feet Will Appreciate These Advanced Travel Shoes
Travelers can often find themselves in situations where looking appropriate is
just as important as being physically comfortable. These advanced shoes are
designed with dual-density foam foot beds and EVA midsoles that cushion every
step to reduce foot and leg fatigue, allowing you to walk farther on your travels.
A special moisture-wicking leather lining keeps feet drier and fresher while fullgrain leather uppers maintain the sophisticated look that many destinations
require. Rubber outsoles dependably grab terrain both urban and rural.
Metal-free design aids passage at security points. Velcro® closure. Imported.

6 3/4"W x 6 1/2"H x 2 1/2"D.

Clip-on Weather Center and Compass

Brown

European Size
U.S. Size

H. Take Our Compact Travel Binoculars
With You Anywhere

42

43

44

45

46

47

8–8 1/2

9–9 1/2

10–10 1/2

11–11 1/2

12–12 1/2

13–13 1/2

G

Our all-purpose 8-x-22 travel binoculars are
small; lightweight; and ideal for hiking, birding,
camping, and cultural events. They feature
22-mm objective lenses with premium jewelgreen, phase-shifting multicoatings for sharper,
more detailed images. Includes National
Geographic Bird Migration in the Americas map
and case. 3"W x 3 3/4"L x 1 1/4"D. 7 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#73469 National Geographic Compact
Travel Binoculars $39.95

11" x 15". 168 pages. © 2004

#20166C National Geographic Road Atlas $19.95
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A

CLASSIC NATURALIST

E. Kalahari Safari Jacket

E

This meticulously tailored update of the
classic safari jacket has the same breathable
100% cotton twill that’s made it the sunshielding choice of our own explorers for
more than 100 years. But unlike history’s
versions, it’s been washed for superior
softness and given a coating of Teflon®
armor to repel stains. Two large gear
pockets use internal supports to secure
heavy items like cameras and guidebooks
while top pockets carry the rest. Back
pleats and underarm gussets provide
greater freedom of movement. Underarm
grommets enhance ventilation. Shoulder
epaulets hold multiple straps. Adjustable
button cuffs and belt with removable
buckle. Machine wash. Imported.

A. Cotton Bug Shirt
Like all explorers, we love outdoor adventure but could live without the bugs.
This pullover shirt makes that possible. A tight but cool and breathable,
100% cotton weave; a zippered, sheer mesh face panel; elastic wristbands;
and a drawstring bottom cover you up completely and lock out even tiny
insects. With ventilator panels of poly mesh for comfort, it’s lightweight, easy to
pack, comfortable, and better than messy repellents. Folds into its own pocket.
Machine wash. Made in Canada.
#83901 Bug Shirt $69.95
Sizes S (32–36), M (36–40), L (40–44), XL (44–48).

B. Clip-on Tool Monitors Sun Exposure,
Time, and Tides
Here’s the safe-sun solution that explorers and
travelers have been waiting for: a futuristic UV
sensor that is designed to track your cumulative
sun exposure under even the most changeable skies.
Use the detailed instructions to determine and set
your own exposure limit, clip this lightweight device
to your belt or pack, and an automatic alarm will
sound when you’ve reached your threshold exposure
level. Also includes a digital tide calendar,
thermometer, chronograph, alarm clock, and
day/date readout. Easy to read day or night.
Carabiner design. Batteries included. 2"W x 4 1/2"L x 1/2"D.

#73763 Kalahari Safari Jacket $149.95
Men’s sizes M (40), L (42–44), XL (46).

All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic
mission to increase education,
research, and exploration while
promoting the conservation of
the world’s cultural, historical,
and natural resources.

#72444 UV Monitor Clip-on MultiTool $55.00

D. National Geographic Compact
Mini-monocular

Ecofriendly Solar Lantern

Our monocular puts precision optics in a miniature
size that birders, hikers, and travelers can easily
carry anywhere to maximize their wildlife-viewing
experiences and extend their observational range.
A Porro prism design, coated glass optics, and
20-mm objective lens yield clear, bright images
with the correct orientation. Objects appear eight
times closer, yet you’re spared the weight and bulk
of similarly powered binoculars. Includes carrying
pouch and neck cord. 4"W x 1 1/2"H x 4 3/4"D. 8 oz.

Built-in
solar panel

#72105 National Geographic Compact Mini-monocular
$29.95
C

D

G. Ecofriendly Solar Lantern
Never Needs Batteries

C. Classic and Rugged Hemp Safari Hat Protects You From the Elements
Guaranteed not to wear out, fall apart, or shrink, this safari hat is made from
pure hemp, nature’s toughest fiber. It has a wonderfully soft linenlike surface
and provides UPF 50+ sun protection. Features include a cooling grommet
ventilation system and a secret Velcro®-sealed pocket to hide keys and cash.
It’s crushproof, packable, and it even floats. Tuck-away wind cords secure it
even in the heaviest gales. Machine washable. Made in Canada.
Brim is 3 1/2" wide in front and back, 2 1/2" on sides. 5 1/2 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73800 Tilley Hemp Hat $69.95
Choose Natural (NA) or Mocha (MO).
Sizes XS (7), S (7 1/8), M (7 1/4), L (7 3/8), XL (7 1⁄2), XXL (7 5/8).
See online for help determining your hat size.
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F. French Olive-wood Knife Offers Tradition and Utility
Forged from stainless steel in the Aubrac region of France, where the careful
creation of fine knives is a proud tradition. The detailed, handworked olive-wood
handle holds a corkscrew and razor-sharp folding blade designed to last for a
lifetime of adventure. Crowned with brass ends, it comes with a sharpening steel,
a leather case, and an elegant box. 8"L open, 4"L folded. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#79134 Laguiole Knife $79.95

Take this environmentally friendly light source
on your next trip, and leave the batteries
behind. A built-in solar panel charges in
sunlight to provide three and a half hours of
nightly illumination. Use its powerful
spotlight, or set it to lantern mode and enjoy
360° of adjustable-angle fluorescent light.
An included adapter charges it in a car or
other 12-volt DC power source when
sunshine is scarce. 4 1/2"W x 9"H x 4"D.
#73522 Solar Lantern $49.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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E. Men’s Cool Mesh,
Breathable Cotton Travel Shirt

FOR THE OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST

CLOTHING AND GEAR

Keep your cool no matter what
the climate in this lightweight
cotton shirt. Leno-weave
cotton, a technique that is as
old as weaving itself, gives the
fabric texture and makes it
wrinkle resistant. This weave
also provides natural ventilation
that keeps you comfortable
longer in hot, humid climates—
from a hike in the rain forest to
summer in the city. Coconut
shell buttons and cross-dyed
fabric in a button-down style
take you from airport to
backcountry to café in comfort.
Machine wash. Imported.

for destinations near and far

Specially
shaped
pocket
keeps cell
phone or
two-way
radio handy.

Secret
zippered
security
pocket inside

Bellows
pockets
expand to
hold more.

C. Broad-brimmed Airflo Sun Hat
A hat is a highly recommended accessory
when traveling or exploring, and this
adventure-ready hat features a special airflow
mesh that provides unparalleled cooling
ventilation. Rated UPF 50+, it blocks 98% of
UV rays for solid sun protection. The
lightweight, water-repellent Supplex® nylon
surface keeps you dry in the rain and resists
mildew. Comes with a lifetime guarantee and
two-year all-peril insurance policy against loss,
theft, or other untimely demise. Wind strap.
Made in Canada by Tilley.

#72407 Men’s Cross-dyed Cool
Mesh Travel Shirt $44.00
Choose Blue (BL) or Green (GR). Men’s
sizes M (40–42), L (44–46), XL (48–50).

#72072 Broad-Brimmed Airflo Hat $68.00
Available in sizes 7, 7 1/8, 7 1/4, 7 3/8, 7 1/2, 7 5/8.
See online for help determining your hat size.

Our Flashlight Never Needs Bulbs or Batteries

Hidden zippers are easy to use.

F. Be Prepared for Changing
Conditions With These
Zip-off Convertible Pants

A. Adventure Travel and Field Vest Packs Small, Wears Light,
and Holds It All
In an earlier era of heavy fiber travel clothing, Society expedition teams surely
dreamed of gear like this. Made from a remarkably airy, cottonlike nylon with
advanced performance characteristics and Teflon® protection, it’s a quickdrying wrinkle-, stain-, and water-resistant wonder that keeps necessities
close and packs away into almost nothing. Nineteen separate pockets
(including a secret security pocket) can hold a water bottle, passport, travel
tickets, cell phone, maps, film, and personal stereo. Complemented by
camera and binocular epaulets with slip-resistant grips, adjustable side
cinches, and padded shoulders. Machine wash. Imported. 13 oz.

G. National Geographic
Trekking Staff
Power this flashlight
with a simple shaking
motion or batteries.

#73085 Travel Vest $69.95
Sizes S (34–36), M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

B. Explorer-tested Adventure
Weather Watch
Wherever you’re going, this trail-tough
adventure watch and weather center
will keep you informed. To help you
make wise decisions it has weather
forecast icons, barometric history,
temperature, altitude information, and
declination-adjustable digital compass
with one-degree resolution. The watch
features include dual time zones, two
alarms, and chronograph. Backlight.
Water-resistant to 90 feet.
1 3/4"-diameter face.

#73809BK Axis Adventure Watch $149.95
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D. Shake this rugged LED flashlight for 30
seconds and get five minutes of renewable
illumination. Powered by a magnet and wire
coil that transform motion into electricity,
using the principle of electromagnetism as
explained in our book Everyday Science
Explained. Plus, this flashlight features a
second battery-powered LED for instant, longlasting light. Use them together or separately.
Water- and shockproof case has a molded
rubber grip to resist slipping. The superbright
LEDs last for 100,000 hours each. Three AA
batteries, not included. 2 1/2"W x 10 1/4"L x 2 1/2"D.

#72096 National Geographic Self-powered LED
Flashlight $35.00

Recommended by explorer Jon
Bowermaster and made of strong,
lightweight aluminum, our trekking
staff from LEKI™ is designed to
absorb shock and reduce stress to
joints, muscles, and ligaments
whether you’re strolling through the
park or traversing more rugged
trails. With an integrated camera
mount; a wearproof carbide tip; and
unique graphics that include
U.S./metric ruler conversion, a °F/°C
temperature conversion scale, and
an elevation scale. Adjustable from
33"H to six feet. Includes rubber tip
for paved surfaces and attachable
basket. 14 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#73372 National Geographic
Trekking Staff $89.95

Designed to meet the challenges
of changing conditions without
extra weight or bulk in your bag,
these pants feature discreet,
hidden zippers and adjustable
openings at the cuffs that allow
the legs to slip off and slide over
boots easily for quick transitions.
Side pocket holds pant legs
handy but out of the way.
Designed with the explorer in
mind, these pants feature a full
elastic waist for mobility,
gusseted crotch to make hiking
more comfortable, and a
cottonlike feel. No-wrinkle
Supplex® dries fast to keep you
cool and foil odor-causing
microbes. Machine wash.
Imported. Inseam is 32" for pants,
6 1/2" for shorts.

#72410 Men’s Convertible Pants
$64.00
Men’s sizes M (32–33), L (34–36),
XL (38–40).
Quick-drying
Supplex material

Adjustable
cuffs for
sliding pants
over boots
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OCEANS OF ADVENTURE

D

Discover Underwater Secrets
With Your Own Private
“Glass Bottom” Boat

A

E. This rugged
inflatable boat turns
ordinary excursions on
lakes, ponds, or calm seas
into educational water
explorations you’ll never forget.
A saltwater-resistant, 300,000candlepower submersible light lures
fish and other creatures in close so you
can see them through a clear-vinyl window
on the boat’s floor. When deflated, packs
compactly for travel. Four-person (700-lb.) capacity;

A. Packable Snorkeling Fins for Travelers

2'9"W x 9'2"L. 35 lbs. Light uses rechargeable 12-volt battery,

Perfect for those whose travel includes watery
destinations, these compact fins are designed to
be packable but are just as powerful as full-size
fins. Designed with a unique rail system that
channels water with each kick, providing
excellent snap and delivering the powerful
thrust of larger fins. Plus the smaller size reduces
strain on the ankles, making these fins great for
use by everyone. The soft rubber foot-pockets
and fully adjustable straps make it unnecessary
to wear dive booties to avoid blisters or to
ensure a snug fit. Fin tethers included.
#72446 Packable Travel Fins $39.95
Sizes S (men’s 4–7, women’s 6–9), M (men’s 7–10,
women’s 9–12), or L (men’s 10–13).

B. Self-draining Snorkel and
Tempered-glass Mask Set
Great for beginning and practiced
snorkelers and divers, this innovative
snorkel and mask set allows you to
observe marine life with comfort
and ease. With a self-draining valve
that purges excess water and a
special mechanism at the top that
seals upon contact with water, your
snorkel will stay dry as you dive and
resurface. The antifog mask features
a scratch- and shatter-resistant
tempered-glass lens with a fourwindow design for increased
peripheral vision while exploring
underwater. With hypoallergenic
silicone face-skirt.
#72447 Snorkel and Mask Set $49.95

D. National Geographic Quick-dry
Compass T-shirt
This supersoft and ultralight, moisturewicking T-shirt features the National
Geographic seal within the points of a
compass. The T-shirt is made from an
antimicrobial performance fabric and
dries four times as fast as cotton,
making it ideal for hiking or other
outdoor adventures. Cross a river, wring
it out, and keep on exploring. 100%
polyester with a cotton look and feel.
Machine wash. Imported.
#72454 Quick-dry T-shirt $25.00

B

Choose Sand (SD) or Blue (BL).
Adult sizes S, M, L, and XL.

C

C. Water-ready Shorts Dry Fast for
Ultimate Comfort in Wet Environments
Designed for exploring the Earth’s wettest
places and recommended to us by sea
kayaker and explorer Jon Bowermaster,
these light and airy mesh-lined shorts are
made from a polyester/nylon blend that
dries with blazing speed to keep kayakers,
boaters, and others who play around the
water infinitely more comfortable. Hookand-loop-close side and back zip pockets
hold lots of gear. Reinforced rear leg panels
resist wear. With webbed belt and elastic
waist for a custom fit. 7" inseam. Machine
wash. Imported.
#72453 Water Shorts $48.00

Oars have aluminum shafts (59"L) and removable
blades (8"L). Hand pump, 7 1/2"W x 19"H, has universal valve
fittings, and inflates boat in ten minutes. We recommend
using a personal flotation device (PFD) while boating.
PFDs are available in our online store. NGS EXCLUSIVE
included.

#83332 Eco-explorer Boat $289.95 (Members $269.95)
#83331 Oars $33.50 (Members $29.95)
#83333 Pump $33.50 (Members $29.95)

F. Night-vision Water Watch

Underwater 35-mm Camera

Stainless steel construction and
rugged seals make sure this
analog/digital watch withstands harsh
fresh- and saltwater conditions.
With luminous hands and a backlit
digital display, it’s corrosionproof and
water-resistant to 330'. Second time
zone, day, date, alarm, and
stopwatch functions use digital
movement for accuracy. Ratcheted
timing bezel tracks elapsed time.

H. Sunglasses Adjust to Changing Light and
Reduce Glare for Clearer Outdoor Vision

1 1/8"-diameter face.

A top choice for kayakers, boaters, hikers, or
anyone traveling near snow or water who wants
unsurpassed visual clarity, these polarized
sunglasses adjust to changing light and reduce
glare for clearer outdoor vision. Unique
hydrophobic treatment prevents water streaking
and dirt buildup. One hundred percent UVblocking, photochromic lenses self-adjust to
changing light. Rubber nose pad and temple
inserts. Hard case. Integrated detachable neck
cord. Only 1 oz.

#73657 Night-vision Water Watch $99.95

#73789 Polarized Photochromic Sunglasses $129.95
Choose Dark Gray (GY) or Soft Black (BK).

G. Divers and snorkelers alike can take
beautiful photographs both underwater
and above the surface using this pointand-shoot, fully automatic 35-mm
camera. With a built-in flash and wideangle lens, the Reefmaster comes in an
airtight Lexan® housing that keeps it dry
to a water depth of 164'. One-button
operation, built-in underwater flash, and
hands-free focus range from 3 1/2' to
infinity let you take shots of tropical fish,
coral, and other sea life. Remove the
camera from its case for land shots.

Polarized coatings cut
through the glare produced by
highly reflective surfaces like water.

Two AA batteries, not included. 5"W x 2"D x 3"H.

#73310 Underwater 35-mm Camera $99.95

Choose Blue (BL), Red (RD), or Black (BK).
Men’s sizes M (32–34), L (36–38), XL (40–42).
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WATER
EXPLORATIONS
National Geographic
photographer Amy
Toensing in Costa Rica

A. Ancient Cultural Tradition in an Ecofriendly Shirt

A

An artistic example of cultural tradition, this soft cotton shirt is graced
with a print of an ancient Japanese Noh poem written in the centuries-old
Conj dialect and is complemented by the image of a lotus flower.
Noh poems traditionally communicate stories of love and often make their
way into wedding ceremonies. Hand-printed on the shirt by talented
artisans and drawing from the spirit of Zen, this poem is the ancient story
of Takasago, a tree spirit of the forest, and represents love and natural
harmony. Made from certified organic cotton with a touch of Lycra®, with
a flattering boatneck and 3/4-length sleeves. Machine wash. Imported.

E. Our Revolutionary Travel Kayak Set Packs Everything
You Need in Its Own Carry Bag

#72405 Lotus Shirt $48.00
Women’s sizes S (6–8), M (10–12), L (14–16).

B. Women’s Stainless Steel Water
Watch Is Ideal for the World Traveler

D

Combining performance features with a
sophisticated look, this is the perfect watch
for every destination, from museum
hopping in Washington, D.C., to kayaking
in Maine. An abrasion-resistant cover,
luminescent hands and hour markers, a
rotating bezel, and water resistance to a
depth of 330' make this an ideal watch,
no matter where the day takes you. Batteries

From paddle to pump, this extraordinary inflatable kayak
packs everything you need for exploring ponds, lakes,
bays, and calm oceans or rivers into a single bag so
compact you can check it as airline luggage and take it
anywhere in the world. The breakthrough one-person
design starts with rigid bow and stern forms that cut
water and reduce drag to enhance your paddling
performance. A low center of gravity keeps you

ultrastable while extras like a folding seat back, splash
deflector, and accessible bottle holder maintain touring
comfort. Electronically welded, high-denier polyester
fabric with PVC laminates is virtually tear- and
stretchproof. Features landing plate, paddle holder,
clip-on dry bag, mesh pocket, molded rubber handles,
and skeg-tracking fin. Kayak is 2'10"W x 8'4"L. Total kit weighs only
23 1/2 lbs. Kayak is 16 1/2 lbs. Included carry bag packs it to just
29"W x 18"H x 5"D.

#73790 Travel Kayak $299.95

F

included. 1/2"W. Adjustable length. NGS EXCLUSIVE

E

#72445 Women’s Water Watch $85.00

F. The Perfect Lightweight Day
Bag for Any and All Outings
C. Women’s Water Sandals Provide Traction, Support, and Comfort
These adventure sandals are the hands-down best we’ve ever tested. Ideal for
kayaking and other water journeys, their remarkable slip-resistant, selfcleaning rubber outsole delivers incredible traction on both wet surfaces and
dry land. The adjustable pull-through straps provide a completely custom fit
that cradles the feet at
precise positions for
unprecedented support
and comfort. An
engineered foot bed
cushions every step,
supports arches, and
increases stability,
ensuring staying power
on daylong excursions.
Made in U.S.A.
#72448 Women’s Water
Sandals $98.00
Women’s whole sizes 6–10.
Men’s version also available;
please see online.

D. Quick-drying Global Traveler Capris
With lightweight, stain-resistant, UPF 40+ fabric,
these capris stand up to jungles both urban and
tropical. Nylon fabric with a unique weave that feels
smooth but creates air pockets next to your skin to
help wet fabric dry quickly without clinging. Hidden
zip back pockets keep essentials secure, and side
cargo pocket offers space for the extras you’ll collect
along the way. Adjustable leg openings offer easy
ventilation, and the contemporary cut allows for easy
maneuverability when exploring off the beaten path.
Machine wash. Imported.

Whether used for a birding
expedition, a boat trip, or an
excursion to a foreign bazaar, this
day bag keeps essentials safely
stowed beneath a weatherproof
surface of superlight Cordura® nylon
that resists tears, punctures, and
abrasions. Roomy but compact, it’s a
small shoulder bag with enough
room to fit the essentials like
guidebooks, gear, and personal
necessities. Three exterior pockets,
cell phone holder, and key hook
make organization a snap. An
adjustable strap pulls it tight against
your body or lets it hang loose.
With a floral fabric-lined main
compartment, it will look fresh even
after years of exploring. Imported.
6"W x 9"H x 3"D. 7 oz.

#72418 Compact Day Bag $35.00
Choose Blue (BL) or Green (GR).

#72411 Women’s Travel Capris $54.00
Women’s sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16. 24" inseam.
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National Geographic
Presents the Eighth Edition
of the World’s Finest Atlas
Combining state-of-the-art cartographic technology
with dynamic and diverse cultural content, our
award-winning atlas was more than a year in the
making. It was developed using advanced
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), satellite
imagery, and shuttle radar mapping. This is the first
time that a fully global data set was available to
our cartographers, enabling them to put together
the most technologically advanced and precise atlas
we’ve ever created. Features of the recently
designed and researched atlas include...
• 15,000 changes made between the Seventh
and the Eighth Editions.
Create a family heirloom!
Have your hardcover atlas personalized
with custom gold foil embossing.
For ordering information, please call.

Unique coverage of remote corners of the
world and beyond, including new information
from the Hubble telescope and Mars rovers

• More than 400 full-color maps and charts.
• A comprehensive, cross-referenced index of
140,000 place-names.
• A detailed appendix of reference information,
such as foreign terms, metric conversions, time
zones, and temperature statistics.
• The unique Ehlermann binding, which enables
the atlas to open completely flat so that no
information is lost in the center.
Our Eighth Edition Atlas of the World is published
with the highest production quality and is the
most accurate—and most thorough—volume of
its kind. The hardcover edition is protected by an
elegant slipcase. 12 1/2" x 18 1/2". 416 pages. © 2005
#07543C National Geographic Eighth Edition Atlas
Hardcover With Slipcase $165.00 (Members $150.00)
#07542C National Geographic Eighth Edition Atlas
Softcover $125.00 (Members $99.00)

First-time-ever use of the oblique view of
satellite images, giving readers a sense of the
three-dimensional view from space
The physical and natural world section
covers topics such as evolution of the
Earth, climate and weather, oceans,
and the biosphere and biodiversity.
6439A-B1

#73741C Personalized National Geographic
Eighth Edition Atlas Hardcover With Slipcase $185.00
(Members $170.00)
Please allow an extra week for personalized orders to ship.

Cover Photograph: One of the beautiful handcrafted doors
that make San Miguel de Allende famous

GO INTERACTIVE.
Also receive access to our
interactive website,
featuring impressive
technology that enables
users to create
customized views of
many maps in the atlas.
The unique site also
contains animations that
zoom in on famous
world landmarks, and a
printable map-update
capability to keep this atlas forever current.

NGS EXCLUSIVE indicates a National Geographic Catalog Exclusive.
Printed in U.S.A. Copyright © 2006 National Geographic Society
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